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Verso:
CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH 
(SCOTTISH 1868-1928)
Ceremonial Key for the Opening of the  
Glasgow School of Art, 1899
£20,000-30,000 ($28,000-42,000) + fees

HAND OF FATE
CHRISTOPHER WOOD’S ‘MAN WITH CARDS’

TOKEN OF FRIENDSHIP
JIANG ZHAOHE’S PORTRAIT OF IVAN TITKOV

KEY TO A MASTERPIECE
CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH AND  
THE GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART



Turcan Connell is delighted to celebrate 20 years 
as Scotland’s premier private client law firm

Follow us on Twitter   @TurcanConnell • enquiries@turcanconnell.com • turcanconnell.com
Turcan Connell is a Partnership of Scottish Solicitors regulated by the Law Society of Scotland

Princes Exchange, 1 Earl Grey Street, Edinburgh EH3 9EE • Tel: 0131 228 8111
Sutherland House, 149 St Vincent Street, Glasgow G2 5NW • Tel: 0141 441 2111

•  Wills, Estate Planning  
and Succession

• Tax Advice
• Charity Law
• Family Business
• Land and Property
•  Divorce and  
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•  Employment and  
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“Barnes’s arrangements are as 
eye-opening, intoxicating and,  
at times, maddening as ever.”  
—the new york times

see what’s on at barnesfoundation.org
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Beautiful art and design can change lives. From individuals to whole 
communities, its inspiration spans generations and fosters active and 
vibrant societies. Over the next season, Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull will 
feature work from individuals with colourful lives and singular aesthetics 
who continue to influence and inspire the world.

Architect, designer and artist Charles Rennie Mackintosh had a 
significant—and well-documented—impact on the history of design. In 
1896 the young architect was commissioned to design the new School 
of Art in Glasgow. The resulting masterpiece is known today as the 
Mackintosh Building and is a haven of creativity, inspiring the community 
and beyond for nearly 120 years.  In April Lyon & Turnbull are privileged 
to offer the key to this masterpiece at auction, an extraordinary object 
that has not been seen in public since the day of the opening ceremony in 
December 1899. Learn more on page 32.

This spring, Freeman’s will bring to auction the Collection of Dorrance 
“Dodo” H. Hamilton, renowned philanthropist and horticulturist. 
Mrs. Hamilton generously fostered the growth of the educational, 
environmental, cultural and creative sectors of the communities in 
which she lived. Her collection of fine art, furniture, decorative arts and 
jewellery reflects her passions and enthusiasms, speaking to a life well lived, 
surrounded by what she loved. Read about Mrs. Hamilton’s incredible 

collection beginning on page 26. 
Beyond the auction schedule both houses continue to support growth 

and development within the arts community at all levels; this May Lyon & 
Turnbull’s historic Georgian saleroom will become home to the pioneering 
Design Exhibition Scotland, a project showcasing work by some of Scotland’s 
most interesting contemporary designers. Get a preview of the exhibition 
beginning on page 76.

Freeman’s own Chairman and Head of Fine Art, Alasdair Nichol 
recently curated an exhibition for New York’s Norwood Club. Entitled 
‘Best Laid Plans’, the show’s title is a nod to Scotland’s greatest poet Robert 
Burns (best known for pieces like ‘Auld Lang Syne’ and ‘Best laid plans of mice 
and men’). The exhibition features many leading artists who have emerged 
from the Scottish Contemporary Art scene—some with international 
reputations, a few past winners of the prestigious Turner Prize and others 
better known within Scotland. Stylistically, there are examples of the New 
Figuration associated with The Glasgow School of Art in the 1980’s through 
to more conceptual works including installations and animation, as well as 
artworks created this year, some specifically for the exhibition. Learn more 
about the exhibition on page 74.

Time now to enjoy this latest issue of International View!  

FROM THE EDITORS
INTERNATIONAL VIEW  |   SPRING 2018

THE ART OF INSPIRATION

P. 26 P. 74 P. 76

P. 32



@PAFAcademy

118-128 N. Broad Street
Philadelphia, PA
215-972-7600
pafa.org   

Pennsylvania Academy 
of the Fine Arts

Benjamin West (1738-1820), Death on the Pale Horse (detail), 1817, oil on canvas, 176 x 301 in., Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Purchase, 1836.1

First Academies: Benjamin West and the Founding of the Royal Academy of Arts and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts is made possible by the Richard C. 
von Hess Foundation, Maxine S. Lewis, Josephine Templeton in memory of Dr. John Templeton, and Leslie Miller and Richard Worley.

Special Exhibitions in 2017-18 are supported by Jonathan L. Cohen

FIRST ACADEMIES: BENJAMIN WEST AND THE 
FOUNDING OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS AND 
THE PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE FINE ARTS
March 2 - June 3, 2018
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Lyon & Turnbull and Freeman’s celebrated a new homepage launch earlier 
this year. The refresh puts emphasis on auction news, highlights and 
stories, allowing an engaging environment for an ever-expanding digital 
community of collectors. Browse how-to features on buying and selling at 
auction and learn about the many valuation services each house offers. Visit 
freemansauction.com or lyonandturnbull.com today to start exploring.

Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull also announced the launch of their new 
live bidding systems. The facility allows users to enjoy the convenience and 
excitement of a live auction from any location, without the requirement 
of paying additional premiums charged by other live bidding providers. 
Register to bid live in an upcoming auction through either company’s 
website, or download the Freeman’s or L&T Live Apps from the Apple App 
or Google Play stores to browse and bid from any mobile device.
  

FEATURES INCLUDE: 

• Quick registration for upcoming auctions

• Track upcoming lots and receive push notifications

• Leave absentee bids for upcoming auctions 

• Bid live using our simple “swipe to bid” interface

• Watch sales in real time 

MENTIONS
MAKING HEADLINES

DIGITAL ADVANCES 
FROM THE US TO THE UK
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In November, Freeman’s Chairman Alasdair Nichol was presented with the 
prestigious “Sammy” Award at the 261st annual Saint Andrew’s Society of 
the State of New York banquet. The award was affectionately named after 
Samuel Langhorne Clemens (more commonly known by his pen name, Mark 
Twain), who gave a speech to the Society in 1901 at the behest of his friend 
and the Society’s 45th President, Andrew Carnegie. It is given to a trailblazer 
who has made a significant and positive impact on the Scottish community 
around the globe. Nichol is certainly worthy of such an accolade. In his more 
than 30 years in the auction business, he has wielded the gavel at countless 
charity events raising millions for numerous worthwhile causes both in the 
UK and US. Nichol, a Macpherson on his mother’s side, proudly accepted the 
award clad in his clan tartan.

THE “SAMMY”
ALASDAIR NICHOL HONORED  
BY SAINT ANDREW’S SOCIETY  

LEADERSHIP 
IN THE COMMUNITY 
AMY PARENTI RECEIVES 
REGIONAL SERVICE AWARD

Amy Parenti prides herself on excellency and commitment in her field, 
which is why it comes as no surprise she was the recipient of the 2017 
Appraisers Association of America (AAA) Regional Service Award. 
Since joining the AAA in 2014, Parenti has been an active member, 
devoted to the growth of her peers and success of her clients. At the 
13th Annual National Conference, Parenti was honored for her work in 
the advancement of programming and member development. Parenti 
presented innovative lecture topics and was instrumental finding 
insightful event sponsors. As such, she distinguished herself as a vanguard 
in the industry and continues to make valuable connections and 
important strides in the appraisals field.

Freeman’s Chairman Alasdair Nichol (left) and James Heggie III of  
Saint Andrew’s Society (right).

Amy Parenti delivers an innovative lecture at the 13th Annual National Conference.

BREAKING RECORDS
RARE VIVID YELLOW DIAMOND 
MAKES FREEMAN’S HISTORYAMY PARENTI RECEIVES 

REGIONAL SERVICE AWARD

Amy Parenti delivers an innovative lecture at the 13th Annual National Conference.

MAKES FREEMAN’S HISTORY

When the hammer fell on the last lot in the November 1 Fine Jewelry 
auction, Freeman’s set a new company record: the rare Belle Époque 
fancy vivid yellow diamond pendant by J.E. Caldwell and Co. soared 
past its $250,000-350,000 presale estimate, selling for $760,000 and 
becoming the most expensive piece of jewelry the auction house had 
ever sold. 

The 10.59 carat cushion-cut diamond hailed from a private collection 
and attracted rare diamond collectors and connoisseurs from around 
the world. The most common diamonds contain small amounts of the 
impurity nitrogen, which causes a diamond to impart a yellow color. 
The nitrogen impurities can be in clusters or as individual molecules 
evenly spread throughout the diamond; this is what separates fancy 
yellow diamonds from “white diamonds” with a slight yellow tint. 

This fancy vivid yellow diamond was a nearly perfect example of its 
type, as evidenced by the bidding war it inspired—15 phone bidders 
were actively vying for the lot—and the price it achieved.



MENTIONS

Lyon & Turnbull Glasgow continue their focus exhibition series this Spring with a 
look at Scottish artist Bet Low DLitt ARSA RSW RGI (1924-2007). The Gourock born 
Low was a figurative and landscape artist whose work has come to be increasingly 
recognized over the last few years. With items on loan from private collections and a 
number of pictures consigned for the upcoming Modern British & Contemporary 
Art auction—to be sold on behalf of The Bet Low Trust—the exhibition will allow 
visitors to trace Low’s early work, influenced by German Expressionism, through 
to the mature, almost abstract work, which is developing a strong following in the 
auction world. 

Bet Low studied at Glasgow School of Art during WWII and went on to exhibit 
with The Society of Scottish Independent Artists, the Royal Glasgow Institute and 
the New Art Club founded by J.D. Fergusson and Margaret Morris. She was part of a 
group that organized the first open-air exhibition on the railings of Glasgow Botanical 
Gardens in 1956–reported in The Scotsman as “The Left Bank come to the Kelvin.”

EXHIBITION

March 5 – March 31  | Weekdays 10am – 4pm

182 Bath Street, Glasgow, G2 4HG

CONTACT

James McNaught | +44 (0)141 333 1992

glasgow@lyonandturnbull.com

ATMOSPHERIC ABSTRACTIONS
THE WORK OF BET LOW
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DEBORAH BENNETT 

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF DEVELOPMENT

Lyon & Turnbull are delighted to announce that Deborah Bennett will be 
joining them as Associate Director of Development.

Deborah is Chairman of the Board for The Friends of The Hunterian Art 
Gallery and Museum, University of Glasgow, a founding member of the 
William Hunter Circle Board, and a Trustee for the Glasgow School of Art 
Development Trust. She is also a founding Trustee for The New English Ballet 
Theatre in London.

Deborah has lived in Scotland for ten years, but previously worked in 
London in public relations and marketing roles at Estée Lauder, subsequently 
forming her own marketing company specializing in image development and 
the promotion of luxury brands, particularly forming links for those companies 
within the world of the arts. She then branched into art publishing, and as 
commissioning consultant editor, was responsible for Noble Houses of Scotland 
by Charles Weymss, and Classic Contemporary: The DNA of Furniture Design by 
Tim Gosling, The Ultimate Trophy by Philip Hook and Delicious Jewels by Tamsin 
Day-Lewis. 

During her career in London, Deborah was on the Board of Highgrove, 
whose profits benefit the Prince of Wales Charities Foundation, spent ten 
years on the Board of the English National Ballet School and the Stewardship 
Committee for The Courtauld Institute of Art.  

Deborah says, “I have worked closely with Lyon & Turnbull and their 
team for the last five years and I am now most excited to be working directly 
with them on the development of their brand in Scotland, London and 
internationally.”

Contact | deborah.bennett@lyonandturnbull.com 

ALEX TWEEDY 

AFRICAN & OCEANIC ART AND ANTIQUITIES SPECIALIST

Lyon & Turnbull have recently welcomed Alex Tweedy to the team as 
a consulting specialist in African & Oceanic Art. He also specialises in 
Antiquities.

 Having lived and travelled widely in West and Central Africa and the South 
Pacific for a number of years, Alex developed a passion for the traditional art 
of these regions. It was then that he began to handle, buy and sell objects from 
all over the globe.

 Upon returning to the United Kingdom, Alex graduated from the 
University of Nottingham with a first in Archaeology (BA) before spending 
a number of years with the internationally renowned dealers ArtAncient and 
Clive Loveless.

Contact | alex.tweedy@lyonandturnbull.com 

BUILDING THE TEAM
LYON & TURNBULL WELCOMES 
NEW MEMBERS

Deborah Bennett

Alex Tweedy
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MENTIONS

Lyon & Turnbull has an established history of supporting Scotland’s 
art institutions and art practitioners in the form of prizes, awards and 
sponsorship. 

Recognizing  how important and scarce opportunities are immediately 
post-graduation, the team was keen to expand their remit to offer a platform 
to an emerging, early career artist. Specifically, they wanted to provide an 
opportunity for a graduate to further their practice over the course of the 
crucial 12 month period after they leave university. The aim was to design not 
so much a prize as an opportunity; something that would provide impetus, 
structure and incentive. In 2017 the company launched their new award, the 
Lyon & Turnbull Graduate Showcase.    

Going forward, on an annual basis, fine art specialists Charlotte Riordan 
and Carly Shearer will select a graduate from the Edinburgh College of Art’s 

undergraduate degree show. The selected artist will then take up a sponsored 
week-long residency with the Bothy Project. Located on the Isle of Eigg, 
Sweeney’s Bothy was designed by architect Iain MacLeod and artist Bobby 
Niven, in collaboration with artist Alec Finlay as part of Creative Scotland’s 
Year of Natural Scotland 2013. Here, the artist will spend a week in splendid 
isolation to focus on developing and documenting their practise.  

The prize culminates in a showcase of their work the following summer, 
consisting of a profile-raising exhibition of the artist’s work in Lyon & 
Turnbull’s flagship Edinburgh saleroom alongside the August Modern British 
& Contemporary Art auction.

The 2017 winner of the Graduate Showcase was Andrea Christodoulides, 
B.A. Painting, Edinburgh College of Art 2017. Discover more of Andrea’s 
work on Instagram @andreachristodoulides. 

A NEW OPPORTUNITY
THE LYON & TURNBULL GRADUATE SHOWCASE AWARD

ANDREA CHRISTODOULIDES (b.1994). “Curtain Call,” 2017.Acrylic, spray-paint, marker pen, ink and oil on canvas
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TOP LOTS
FROM RECENT SALES

TOP LOTS
FROM RECENT SALES

Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull concluded 2017 in celebration after notable results from both houses 

and several records—both internal and industry-wide—were broken. In this section of International 

View, we look back on our accomplishments over the last sale season and take note of trending 

themes and collecting genres. 

One record-breaking lot from Freeman’s autumn sale season was a painting by Washington 

D.C. color field artist Sam Gilliam (American, b. 1933), entitled “Idylls.” Executed in 1970, the piece 

is an excellent example of the artist’s innovative drape paintings of this period. The unstretched 

canvas hangs from two rawhide ropes at its upper corners. The sculptural quality of this work is 

unmistakeable and reflective of Gilliam’s experimental exploration of the medium. This important 

work is emblematic of Gilliam’s unique and lasting artistic contributions. “Idylls I” skyrocketed beyond 

its pre-sale high estimate of $80,000, ultimately selling for $370,000 to one of 17 phone bidders 

enthusiastically competing for the lot.

CAUSE FOR CELEBRATION

SAM GILLIAM 
(AMERICAN, B. 1933) 
“Idylls I”
Sold for $370,000 (£267,891) 
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D.

E.

B.

C.

A.

AUTUMN ACHIEVEMENTS

As summer came to an end, Lyon & Turnbull began a successful season 

with its Scottish Silver & Applied Arts auction in August. Shortly thereafter, 

the auction house saw notable results with a Contemporary & Post-War 

Art sale. Freeman’s followed suit, kicking off the fall with an Asian Arts 

auction featuring an impressive collection of rare ceramics. Freeman’s 

also continued its excellency in single-owner sales with The Patricia and 

John Roche Collection featuring several pieces by renowned artist Wayne 

Thiebaud (American, b. 1920).

A.
Scottish Silver & Applied Arts 
August 16 | Lyon & Turnbull 

An Important Silver Mounted  
Jacobite Wine Glass 
Mounts by Patrick Murray of  
Stirling circa 1745 

Sold for £25,000 ($35,000)

B.
Contemporary & Post-War Art
August 17 | Lyon & Turnbull

[SS] SIR TERRY FROST R.A.  
(BRITISH 1915-2003) 
Sun Ride 

Sold for £81,250 ($113,750)

C.
Asian Arts
September 9  |  Freeman’s 

A rare and impressive  
Chinese blue and white porcelain  
hexagonal vase. Qianlong six- 
character mark and of the period

Sold for $143,750 (£102,680) 

D.
Asian Works of Art
September 13 | Lyon & Turnbull

Fine Silver Model of an Elephant 
Signed Koreyoshi, Meiji/Taisho period 

Sold for £20,000 ($28,000)

E.
The Patricia and John Roche Collection
September 18   |  Freeman’s 

WAYNE THIEBAUD  
(AMERICAN, B. 1920) 
“Dark Cake”

Sold for $31,250 (£22,320)

C.



TOP LOTS

A.
Fine Furniture & Works of Art
September 27 | Lyon & Turnbull

Queen Anne Burr Walnut Foldover Card Table 
Early 18th Century 

Sold for £10,750 ($15,050)

B.
Books, Maps & Manuscripts
September 28  |  Freeman’s

(American Maps) 1 Vol. [Clark, Matthew; Carleton, 
Osgood; Boston Marine Society]. [Charts of the 
Coast of America from Cape Breton to the Entrance 
of the Gulph of Mexico]. [Boston] : [Published and 
Sold by Matthew Clark], [1789-1790] 

Sold for $212,500 (£151,785)

C.
Design
October 8  |  Freeman’s

GEORGE NAKASHIMA (AMERICAN, 1905-1990) 
The Frosh Family Sanso “Reception House” 
Table and Set of Six Conoid Chairs, New Hope, 
Pennsylvania, 1981

Sold for $187,500 (£133,900)

D.
Rare Books, Manuscripts, Maps & Photographs
October 11 | Lyon & Turnbull

Late 19th Century Travel Photography
An Album Of 120 Albumen Prints of China, Japan, 
Egypt, Yemen, Germany, Austria & Italy

Sold for £11,875 ($16,625)

E.
Silver , Objets de Vertu & Russian Works of Art
October 17  |  Freeman’s
“The Lintern Archive” a photographic album  
of Russian Imperial interest, together with  
an historic letter 
1912-1918 

Sold for $106,250 (£75,900)
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A.
British & European Furniture &  
Decorative Arts
October 17  |  Freeman’s

A fine Italian tin glazed earthenware 
charger after the Magi Chapel. Ulisse 
Cantagalli (Italian, 1839-1901), second half 
19th century 

Sold for $21,250 (£15,180)

B.
Decorative Arts: Design Since 1860
October 25 | Lyon & Turnbull

Christopher Dresser (1834-1904)  
for James Dixon & Son 
Silver Teapot, 1882

Sold for £15,000 ($21,000)

C.
Fine Jewelry 
November 1  |  Freeman’s

A rare Belle Époque fancy vivid yellow 
diamond pendant, J.E. Caldwell and Co. 
circa 1910. Centered by a fancy vivid 
yellow cushion-cut diamond, weighing 
10.59 carats, set within a three-tiered 
diamond frame, estimated total  
remaining diamond weight: 2.00  
carats, set in platinum.

Sold for $760,000 (£542,860)

D.
Modern & Contemporary Art
November 7  |  Freeman’s

SAM GILLIAM (AMERICAN, B. 1933) 
“EAST II” 

Sold for $156,250 (£111,600)

D.

A.

B.

C.C.

14  |  INTERNATIONAL VIEW SPRING 2018
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WINTER WARM-UP

As the air grew colder, both Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull were just 

warming up. Freeman’s broke records in November beginning with the 

sale of an astonishing 10.59 carat Belle Époque fancy vivid yellow diamond 

pendant. Later that month, two pieces by American Artist Sam Gilliam 

(b. 1933) achieved well beyond their estimates at Freeman’s Modern & 

Contemporary Art sale. Lyon & Turnbull saw great success with a piece by 

Scottish Artist George Leslie Hunter (1877-1931) in early December, and 

welcomed the new year with a successful Fine Furniture & Works of Art 

sale at the end of January. 

TOP LOTS

A.
Fine Asian Works of Art
November 08 | Lyon & Turnbull London

Zhang Daqian (1899-1983) 
Scholar Under Willow Tree, 1944 

Sold for £48,075 ($67,305)

B.
Select Jewellery & Watches
November 15 | Lyon & Turnbull London

A Pair of Diamond Set Pendant Earrings 
Estimated Diamond  
Weights: 5.02cts & 5.01cts

Sold for £65,000 ($91,000)

 

C.
American Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts
November 15  |  Freeman’s

Attributed to Samuel Miller (1807-1853)
Double portrait: Granville and Ella Jane 
Parks of Woburn, MA

Sold for $112,500 (£80,350)

D.
American Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists
December 3  |  Freeman’s

DANIEL GARBER (AMERICAN 1880-1958) 
“A Jersey Road”

Sold for $334,000 (£238,570)

As the air grew colder, both Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull were just 

warming up. Freeman’s broke records in November beginning with the 

sale of an astonishing 10.59 carat Belle Époque fancy vivid yellow diamond 

A.

B.

C.D.
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A. 
Jewellery, Silver, Watches & Wine
December 06 | Lyon & Turnbull

ROLEX- GMT MASTER
A rare gentleman’s 18ct Gold 
GMT Master, c.1967

Sold for £41,250 ($57,750)

B. 
Scottish Paintings & Sculpture
December 07 | Lyon & Turnbull

GEORGE LESLIE HUNTER  
(SCOTTISH 1877-1931) 
A Still Life of Fruit and Flowers  
with Persian Curtain 
Sold for £221,000 ($309,400)

C. 
European Art & Old Masters 
January 23  |  Freeman’s

HENRY MORET  
(FRENCH 1856-1913) 
“Lorient”

Sold for $56,250 (£40,180)

 

D. 
Modern British &  
Contemporary Art
January 17 | Lyon & Turnbull

[ß] DAVID HOCKNEY O.M., C.H., 
R.A. (BRITISH B.1937) 
Paper Pools, Number 524/1000

Sold for £23,125 ($32,375)

E. 
Fine Furniture & Works Of Art 
January 31 | Lyon & Turnbull

Pair of Impressive Italian White 
Marble and Ormolu Torcheres 
19th Century

Sold for £17,500 ($24,500)

January 23  |  Freeman’s

(FRENCH 1856-1913) 

(£40,180)

B.

A.

C.

D.

E.
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Moderne Gallery
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The Navy Yard 
S. 11th Street and Kitty Hawk Avenue | Philadelphia, PA

(215) 763-8100 • philadelphiaantiquesandartshow.com
Show managed by DiSaia & Bittel 

APRIL 20 - 22, 2018 
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THREE DECADES, FROM MEXICO TO PHILADELPHIA

In October, Freeman’s held an artist’s reception for Lee Lippman 

at their Main Line Gallery in Eagle Village, Wayne, in conjunction 

with InLiquid Art + Design and Lauren Andrig Addis. The 

retrospective highlighted paintings from the artist’s journeys 

through Mexico, the Mountain West and the Northeast corridor. 

Rachel Zimmerman and Lauren Addis paused for a photo with 

Lippman during the reception.

CRAFTNOW CREATE

The Kimmel Center hosted CraftNOW Create in 

November, a hands-on exploration of crafts for all 

ages. Freeman’s was thrilled to be the sponsor for 

the day’s events, which included claymation with 

The Clay Studio, collage button-making with The 

Fabric Workshop and Museum, nature-inspired 

embroidery hosted by the Philadelphia Museum 

of Art and wooden toy making presented by the 

Wharton Esherick Museum. 

MAIN LINE ANTIQUES SHOW

Now in its twelfth year, the Main Line 

Antiques show brings together more 

than 30 antiques dealers offering 

furniture, decorative arts, jewelry and 

more. Freeman’s served as the Appraisal 

sponsor for the show in October. Pictured 

here, Robert Lawler and Tracey and Sam 

Freeman enjoying the evening’s festivities.
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COLOURISTS AT CONNAUGHT

Lyon & Turnbull launched their new London gallery last 

September with a wonderful exhibition of works by the 

Scottish Colourists, including S.J. Peploe, F.C.B. Cadell, 

G.L. Hunter and J.D. Fergusson.  The work of these 

four artists, characterised by bold colour and dynamic 

brushwork, represents a key moment in Scottish art.

WINTER HIGHLIGHTS IN EDINBURGH 

Lyon & Turnbull, in partnership with Gillespie 

Macandrew, welcomed guests into their historic 

Edinburgh saleroom to view the highlights of their 

winter auctions, including Scottish Paintings by 

Cadell and Curister as well as jewellery and watches 

by Boodles and Rolex.  

ELEMENTS 

Last November saw 50 of the UKs most talented 

designer silversmiths and jewellers come together 

in Lyon & Turnbull’s Edinburgh saleroom for the 

third edition of Elements, a festival of jewellery, 

silver and gold comprising a selling fair, maker’s 

demonstrations and a stunning exhibition of 

international contemporary jewellery, 50 Secrets  

of Magic Craftsmanship.

EVENTS
ON THE SCENE

Photo courtesy James Robertson Photography
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BUSINESS BULLETIN
TRUSTS & ESTATES AND APPRAISAL NEWS

These days, it seems that hardly a week goes by without a story of stolen 
art commanding headlines across the globe. Whether it’s a World War 
II Nazi-looted artwork coming up for auction, or the report of a smash 
and grab job at a local artist’s studio, stories of stolen artwork attract 
attention. Just this past week, the City of Düsseldorf abruptly cancelled 
an art exhibit that was set to highlight the life and work of art dealer Max 
Stern over restitution claims. Additionally, the Van Ham auction house in 
Cologne recently withdrew a painting that had been looted by Adolf Hitler 
and was set to go to auction last week. Regarding the piece’s history, the 
managing director and owner of the auction house told The Art Newspaper 
that the house deliberately withheld the full provenance of the work so 
as not to attract unwanted attention. There is also an entire industry 
dedicated to the recovery of stolen art, with companies employing art 

historians, lawyers and genealogists to track and recover lost artwork.
These stories highlight the importance of provenance, or the legal chain 

of title of an artwork. The concept of provenance involves everything from 
art forgery, authentication issues, and claims from the descendants of past 
owners. Indeed, entire books can, and have been, written about the subject 
of provenance. While the stories of World War II Nazi-stolen art and high-
profile art thefts are attention-grabbing, there are some practical takeaways 
for the average collector who wants to build an art collection. Specifically, 
collectors can help to build the provenance of pieces in their collection 
through the maintenance of accurate records.

Accurate and thorough record-keeping is one of the most important, 
and often overlooked, aspects of maintaining and building an art 
collection. Take, for example, a couple who jointly participates in the 

RECORD-KEEPING FOR COLLECTORS 
THE IMPORTANCE OF PROVENANCE BY CHRISTOPHER MICHAELS
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building of an art collection. Records for the collection should expressly indicate 
which of the two own the piece, or if each has a fractional ownership. Insurance 
policies, likewise, should reflect the ownership documents. Additional records 
for collectors to contemplate include any applicable certificates of authenticity, 
correspondence from prior owners, bills of sale, and import or export documents. 
Import/export documents and corresponding permits are especially important 
for any pieces, especially musical instruments, containing ivory. I have recently 
handled cases for private collectors where pieces have been seized by U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife for failing to obtain and document the required import permits. If 
a piece was obtained directly from the artist, a collector should document the 
acquisition and, if possible, obtain correspondence from the artist about the date 
of purchase, price paid for the work, and how the work was made. Often, the 
documents surrounding the creation and sale of work can add value to the work at 
a subsequent sale.

Maintaining accurate records is especially important when an appraisal must 
be obtained for an art object. For example, the IRS offers guidelines to taxpayers 
and appraisers related to appraisals obtained for Federal income tax purposes. The 
guidelines, outlined in IRS Revenue Procedure 66 49, 1966 2 C.B. 1257, state that 
for appraisals of art objects, and for paintings in particular, numerous data points 
should be collected, including a complete description of the object to be appraised 
along with factors upon which the appraisal was based. Appraisal report guidelines 
have also been established by The Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal 
Practice (“USPAP”), which were developed by the Appraisal Standards Board of 
the Appraisal Foundation. These guidelines, available at uspap.org, set forth the 
information that should be included in a report, including, among other things, 
the intended use of the appraisal and a summary of the techniques employed in the 
appraisal.

Maintaining accurate records throughout the lifetime of the particular work 
being appraised will not only make the appraiser’s job easier, but the more 
documents available to support the valuation of the piece being appraised will 
decrease the likelihood that the IRS will challenge the value attributed to it.

“Maintaining accurate records 
is especially important when 

an appraisal must be obtained 
for an art object.”

Stay up-to-date regarding estate planning—from 
art and collectible market trends and selling, to 
fiduciary responsibility and personal property 
appraisal issues and updates. Written by a variety 
of industry experts and curated by Freeman’s own 
VP and Head of Department for Trusts & Estates 
and Appraisals, Amy Patenti.
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BUSINESS BULLETIN

IVORY IN THE UK 
FOUR NEW NARROW EXEMPTIONS PROPOSED
While the sale of raw ivory of any age is prohibited, it is still legal in the 
UK to sell ivory worked before 1947. New proposals announced by Michael 
Gove, the Environment Secretary, in October of last year, would remove this 
general exemption and replace it with four new narrow exemptions. These 
exemptions would be for musical instruments: items containing only a very 
small proportion of ivory items of significant historic, artistic or cultural 
value; and sales between museums.

There is no definition offered of what might constitute “significant 
artistic, cultural or historic value,” but the proposals clearly envisage that any 
exemption of this kind would need to be strictly defined to ensure that only 
the rarest and most important items are exempted.

The British Museum and the V&A have expressed concern that a total ban 
might prevent them from adding to their collections or inhibit borrowing 
of such items for exhibitions. The proposed changes will affect all businesses 
(estimated at around £5,000) buying and selling ivory (including import, 
export or re-export). Individuals who own or inherit items containing ivory 
will not be able to sell such items unless they qualify for an exemption.

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) 
has sought views on the current proposals. While the outcome of this 
consultation has yet to be published, DEFRA has said there has been “a 
massive public response to the government’s proposed ban on ivory sales.” 
More than 60,000 responses were received, making it one of the biggest 
consultations in DEFRAs history. DEFRA will then set out a legislative 
proposal as the ban will have to be enacted through primary legislation.  
Of the responses analysed so far, the overwhelming majority support a ban. 

The House of Lords debated the ivory ban just before Christmas where 
concerns were expressed about the vagueness of the exemptions and that 
the current domestic ivory market was “fuelling demand for ivory and 

providing a hiding place for illegal modern ivory to be laundered through 
the legal market.” 

The focus of the proposed exemptions on museum quality leaves the fate 
of the hundreds and thousands, if not millions, of pieces that do not measure 
up to this standard hanging in the balance. Are these all to be reduced to 
negligible value? It also raises an issue for Inheritance Tax returns where 
either an executor or instructed valuer may supply the valuation and where 
judgement as to whether an object is of “museum quality” and, hence, of 
actual value may not be straightforward. A licensing and certification 
proposal from the British Art Market Federation (BAMF) focuses primarily 
on items of “museum quality.”

The Environment Secretary, clearly supported by public opinion, has 
made his position clear. Speaking at the launch of the consultation, Michael 
Gove said, “Ivory should never be seen as a commodity for financial gain 
or a status symbol – so we want to ban its sale.”  It remains to be seen if 
the consultation will produce any flexibility. Meanwhile, one category of 
ivory, mammoth ivory, is not affected where it has been pointed out that 
the mammoth as an extinct species is not endangered and therefore not 
covered by either existing or the proposed restrictions. If the Environment 
Secretary sticks to his guns, then it looks as though the trade in ivory may 
too join the ranks of extinct species.

FREEMAN’S BUSINESS BULLETIN

IVORY IN THE UK 
FOUR NEW NARROW EXEMPTIONS PROPOSED

BY JOHN A. SIBBALD | PROFESSIONAL VALUATION SERVICES | LYON & TURNBULL 

Above Left: The (Newcastle) Handicrafts Company
The Rubaiyat of Omar Khayam - Ivory & Gold Binding, Dated 1903. 
Probably to a design by Richard George Hatton (1864-1926), with 
illumination by Elizabeth Davies.

Above Right: An 18th century portrait miniature of Prince Charles 
Edward Stuart, painted on ivory.  
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On April 29, Freeman’s will bring to auction The 
Collection of Dorrance “Dodo” H. Hamilton. 
Comprised of European and American paintings, 
furniture and decorative accessories, her Collection 
served as a visual reminder of various elements 
of her life. Through her paintings, Mrs. Hamilton 
honored the things and places she loved; she 
married her favorite regions and interests with the 
artists who represented them best: Pennsylvania’s 
countryside by Daniel Garber, Newport’s sea and 
surf by William Trost Richards, and New England’s 
coast by Childe Hassam.

dorrance “dodo” 
h. hamilton

the collection of  

PAUL CÉZANNE (FRENCH 1839-1906), 
“La Vie des Champs,” 
$1,200,000-1,800,000 (£868,000-1,300,000 + fees)

the collection of 



Left:
HENRI FANTIN-LATOUR (FRENCH 1836-1904)
“Narcisses Simples et Doubles Dans Un Verre Long” 
$100,000-150,000 (£72,000-108,400 + fees)

Below:
PIERRE-JOSEPH REDOUTÉ (FRENCH 1759–1840)
“Iris Germanica” From Les Liliacées
$50,000-80,000 (£36,000-58,000 + fees)

Undoubtedly, one of the highlights of the sale is an exceptional oil 
painting entitled “La Vie des Champs” by French master Paul Cézanne. The 
painting’s original owner was the legendary art dealer Ambroise Vollard, 
who gave Cézanne his first exhibition in 1895, and whose clients included 
Dr. Albert C. Barnes of Philadelphia. The painting then passed to Prince 
Antoine Bibesco, a Romanian aristocrat, who counted Marcel Proust as a 
close friend amongst the many celebrated artists, musicians, and writers 
who formed his circle. It subsequently passed through the hands of noted 
dealers such as Pierre Matisse, Alex Maguy, and Acquavella Galleries before 
being acquired by the family in the 1950s. It was exhibited twice in London 
in the 1920s and twice in Philadelphia: once in 1934 and most recently in 
the 1996 exhibit, “Cézanne” at the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

The Collection also includes four Pierre-Joseph Redouté original 
watercolors of lilies, from the artist’s Les Liliacées series. Considered the 
finest botanical artist, Redouté’s delicate renderings appealed to Mrs. 

Hamilton’s lifelong love of flowers. Les Liliacées is perhaps Redouté’s 
most celebrated volume, which he issued while under the patronage of 
Empress Josephine de Beauharnais (1763-1814), first wife of Napoleon I 
(1768-1821). Continuing the floral theme, the Hamilton Collection also 
includes a painting of narcissus by Henri Fantin-Latour, who successfully 
captured the luminosity of pastel flowers and favored whites, yellows, and 
pinks. “Narcisses Simples et Doubles Dans Un Verre Long” is a wonderful 
example of Fantin-Latour’s flower-themed oeuvre. His still lifes not only 
provided the artist with financial stability, they also reveal the influence of 
Rembrandt (1606-1669) and Velásquez (1599-1660), two Old Masters whom 
Latour greatly admired and copied.

These floral images are complemented by two large-scale plates from “The 
Birds of America” by ornithologist John James Audubon. Across multiple 
centuries and mediums, these works satisfy the lifelong passion Mrs. 
Hamilton had for nature in all its forms.
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Left:
CHILDE HASSAM (AMERICAN 1859-1935), “White Church, Provincetown,” 
$250,000-400,000 (£180,700-290,000 + fees)

Mrs. Hamilton’s collection also features a number of American 
paintings that celebrate the marine landscape, including various 
seascapes and depictions of the seaside resort town of Newport, 
Rhode Island, by John Henry Twachtman and William Trost 
Richards. The Hamilton Collection includes four paintings by 
Richards, who favored realism over romanticism, and was adept 
at capturing the golden light emanating from the clouds and 
reflecting upon the choppy surface of the water and lighthouses 
at sunset. Richards was born in Philadelphia in 1833, where he 
attended Central High School and later went on to exhibit at the 
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. He lived and worked for 
most of his life in Rhode Island. His scenic vistas of ocean bluffs in 
Newport and its environs defined his body of work. 

In 1900, prominent American Impressionist Childe Hassam 
visited Provincetown, Massachusetts, where he executed numerous 
paintings, including “White Church, Provincetown,” to be offered 
from the Collection. Provincetown was one of the artist’s favorite 
spots along the New England coast, together with Gloucester. 
The city was home to many artists during the summer months, 
and Hassam chose to depict picturesque aspects of the town, such 
as its quaint architecture, rather than more traditional fishing 
activities. Hassam’s pristine landscapes and lovely cottages show 
his admiration for a region still associated with early American 
settlement and colonial prosperity.

WILLIAM TROST RICHARDS (AMERICAN 1833-1905), “Harbor Entrance on  
Bull Point, Conanicut Island, Rhode Island,” $150,000-250,000 (£108,400-180,700 + fees)



Right:
DANIEL GARBER (AMERICAN 1880-1958), “The Morning Train,” 
$200,000-300,000 (£145,000-217,000 + fees)

THE COLLECTION OF DORRANCE “DODO” H. HAMILTON
APRIL 29  |  PHILADELPHIA

CONTACT:
Thomas McCabe, tmccabe@freemansauction.com

new york city | march 18-21 
Carlton Hobbs LLC 

60 E. 93rd Street

philadelphia main line | april 3-7 
Freeman’s 

503 W. Lancaster Avenue

highlights exhibitions

Two paintings by Daniel Garber—“Morning Train” and “Water 
Birch – Springtime”— are also included in the Collection. 
Garber was a graduate of The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine 
Arts and one of the most prominent artists in the Pennsylvania 
Impressionist movement. In 1916, he helped found the New Hope 
Art Colony whose members produced and exhibited work together 
until 1926. It was the verdant and varied landscape of Cuttaloosa, 
a hamlet on the Delaware River an hour north of Philadelphia, 
that would remain his inspiration and subject for the rest of his 
career. Both “Morning Train” and “Water Birch – Springtime” 
capture the idyllic Delaware River valley. The Hamilton Collection 
contains several works by other prominent Philadelphia artists, 
including Martha Walter and Edmund Darch Lewis, as well a scene 
of Philadelphia’s Girard Trust Building by Paulette Van Roekens. 
Freeman’s is honored to present these paintings, and the Collection 
as a whole while celebrating the woman behind it. The Collection 
will be offered in two auctions. The fine art, furniture, porcelain, 
silver and other decorative and personal items will be presented 
as a single-owner sale, The Collection of Dorrance “Dodo” H. 
Hamilton on April 29. Mrs. Hamilton’s jewelry collection will be 
offered in Freeman’s Fine Jewelry auction on May 9.

exhibition
philadelphia  | april 21-28

Freeman’s

1808 Chestnut Street 
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The highlight of Freeman’s May 9 Fine Jewelry 
sale is this 16.56 carat emerald-cut diamond 
solitaire ring flanked by tapering baguettes. 
GIA-certified, VS2 clarity and F color. 
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FINE JEWELRY
MAY 9  |  PHILADELPHIA

CONTACT:
Virginia Salem, vsalem@freemansauction.com

THIS MAY, IN THE FIRST OF OUR BI-ANNUAL FINE JEWELRY 
sales, Freeman’s will bring to auction jewelry from the Collection of 
Dorrance “Dodo” Hamilton. With designs by Tiffany, Cartier and Craig 
Drake, the sale will feature earrings, necklaces, rings and watches from Mrs. 
Hamilton’s personal collection. There is an emerald encrusted evening bag, a 
stunning Art Deco diamond and rock crystal wide strap bracelet and white 
and yellow gold pieces worn and lovingly coveted by a true Philadelphia lady. 

The marquee lot of the collection—and indeed the sale as a whole—is 
without doubt, the impressive 16.56 carat diamond solitaire ring. Purchased 
at auction in 1994, the single emerald-cut stone ring, flanked by tapering 
baguettes, is one of pristine, pure design. Boasting a highly coveted F color 
and VS2 clarity as designated by the Gemological Institute of America, 
the ring needs little else to dazzle, save for its platinum mount. The simple 
prong-setting is traditional, yet has a modern, current feel and does not 
compete visually with the stunning center stone. 

Emerald-cut diamonds enjoy a simple elegance, a refined and classic 
silhouette perpetually in vogue. The shape of the facets are linear—as 
opposed to the traditional kite-shaped—giving the stone a quiet confidence 
that brilliant-cut diamonds do not have. Step-cut diamonds have facets 
which are arranged in eight parallel lines on the sides of the diamond, 
reminiscent of the graduated steps of a pyramid, hence their name. By 
contrast, kite shaped facets are triangular, and start at the diamond’s center, 
working outwards towards the thin perimeter of the diamond, known as the 

girdle. The difference between these two styles of facet is the diamond’s fiery 
sparkle; these stepcuts hold a subtle power that other shapes do not possess. 

The size and shape of the diamond is one of importance and significance; it 
marks the wearer as a woman of confidence. 

“Large, significant size diamonds are enjoying a resurgence as some buyers 
are returning to buying what they feel is a good investment,” Department 
Head of Fine Jewelry at Freeman’s and Graduate Gemologist, Virginia Salem 
said. “There are fewer diamonds of this carat weight available, and it is rarer 
still to see one come to market, making this particular ring a wise choice for 
people looking to diversify their portfolios. Of course, the true reason to buy 
such a diamond is for its beauty and quality of color and clarity.” 

The diamond’s provenance adds an extra charm, making it especially 
attractive to collectors looking to own a piece of Philadelphia society history. 

“We are looking forward to offering the Hamilton diamond this spring 
and believe it will create as much excitement as the vivid yellow diamond 
did last fall,” Salem said, referring to the rare Belle Époque fancy vivid 
yellow diamond pendant by J.E. Caldwell and Co., which sold for $760,000 
in November.

E M E R A L D - C U T  E L E G A N C E

JEWELRY FROM THE COLLECTION OF

 DORRANCE “DODO” H. HAMILTON

BY ERIN WURZEL 



CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH 
(SCOTTISH 1868-1928)
Ceremonial Key for the Opening of the Glasgow School of Art, 1899
£20,000-30,000 ($28,000-42,000) + fees



KEY TO A 

MASTERPIECE

CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH AND THE 

GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART

BY JOHN MACKIE 
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his remarkable object, a key for the opening ceremony of The 
Glasgow School of Art (now the Mackintosh Building) in 1899, 
was designed by the architect of the new school, Charles Rennie 
Mackintosh.  A truly unique piece of design history that has not 

been seen in public since its original presentation nearly 120 years ago.
As an architect and designer Mackintosh is seen as a “key transitional figure 

from the historicism of the 19th century to the abstraction of the 20th century”. 
With his masterwork the new Glasgow School of Art of 1899 and 1910, became 
a building that has come to symbolise his achievement as an architect. It 
speaks to this transition, with its roots in the Scottish tradition of building 
but with the influences of many including English Vernacular architecture, the 
architecture of the Arts & Crafts Movement and the cult of Japan.

The architectural competition for a new School of Art took place in 1896 
and the winning entry was Messrs. John Honeyman & Keppie. Mackintosh, a 
junior draughtsman at the firm, had drawn out all the plans. Building work 
commenced in 1897 and by December 1899 the first phase of the School had 
been completed.

The minutes of the board of the School of Art record the elaborate 
preparations for the opening of the new school in the early months of 1899. 
After much deliberation by the board it was decided to ask Sir James King to 
open the school. Sir James had been the Lord Provost of Glasgow from 1886–9 
and was the chairman of the 1888 Glasgow International Exhibition.  So, the 
stage was set and a date of 20th December decided upon. The minutes go on 
to describe the events of the day, including the crucial moment when the key, 
designed by Mackintosh, opened the building;

 “Representatives met in the Corporation Galleries at 2.30 o’clock – 
where they were received by the Chairman and Governors, and having 
adhibited their names to an illuminated document prepared by Miss 
Ann Macbeth a student of the School – were presented to the Hon the 
Lord Provost Samuel Chisholm.

A procession was then formed – walking to the front entrance of the 
New Building, where a wrought iron key was presented on a white satin 
cushion by little Miss Mary Newbery to Sir James King Bart. of Campsie 
who then performed the Ceremony of unlocking the door. Miss Elsie 
Newbery at same time presented a bouquet to Mrs Chisholm.”

This contemporary account was almost entirely verified by the same little girl, 
when she gave an interview, aged 92, to the author Alistair Moffat in 1985. 
Unlike the Board of Governors Mary Newbery (Sturrock) remembers some of 
the details the officials missed.

“When Glasgow School of Art opened in 1899 I remember a grey shady 
afternoon. Not a big crowd but quite an assembly of people arriving at 
the school and going into the first hall. After we’d been there a bit, a 
certain amount of talk and then we were all shooed out. Everybody stood 
out on the steps. Then there was another pause, then I’m afraid there were 
speeches…Then I was shepherded up holding a small, oblong, pale, pearly 
silk cushion with a silver fringe round. It was oblong so as to be suitable 
to hold the special key of the front door. This cushion was made by Mrs. 
Mackintosh and my mother. 

Thinking about this lately, the formal ceremony would be arranged 
by my father who had a touch of pageantry. He liked formal things 
done properly. Then the door was unlocked and in we went. There was 
a feeling of cheerful achievement. The thing is the Mackintoshes were 
perfectionists and they couldn’t have an ordinary key. The door had a 
special plate and to open that interesting door of the new School of Art 
there had to be a proper key and that key had to be laid on a special 
cushion, and they couldn’t have just bought a Victorian cushion for a 
Mackintosh key. That’s the thing – Mackintosh wasn’t all that fussy, 
as they said he was, but to get things right he had to design them. I 
remember the key quite clearly now, shining pale in this grey afternoon 
when it was raining slightly, a drizzle, a real Glasgow afternoon. I was six.”

T

Left: The main entrance to the iconic Glasgow School of Art, scene of the opening ceremony in 1899. Right: Architect, designer and artist Charles Rennie Mackintosh.
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How the key was commissioned is unclear. It may be that 
Newbery, as the architect of the ceremony and his “touch of 
pageantry”, commissioned it from Mackintosh, and perhaps also 
paid for it. An entry in the Job Books dated 26 April 1900 notes an 
invoice from the blacksmith and metalworker George Adam & Son 
for ‘£2 10s 0d’. The entry also reads ‘Key for opening (Newbery)’, 
just under an entry for the same maker for the Fleming Memorial 
for £39.0.0, also marked ‘(Newbery)’, further suggesting his personal 
involvement. George Adam had also made many of the decorative 
metal brackets on the front of the school, the aluminium totems and 
the railings for the headmaster’s balcony were made by the firm. 

The iron key is skilfully wrought with its totemic square terminal 
enclosing overlaid plant motifs is pierced with a series of circular 
apertures and painted black. Attached to the key by a chain is a 
planished silver commemorative plaque, probably applied after 
the ceremony. It is engraved with an inscription describing the key 
and its part in the opening of the School. The silver is hallmarked 
Glasgow 1899 and the engraved lettering almost exactly matches 
the typeface used by the School of Art at this time, for example on 
the cover of its Prospectus and its Annual Report. The maker’s mark, 
which is mis-struck, was possibly for James Reid & Co. A silver 
and enamel commemorative quaich with the same maker’s mark 

was made for the school by Dorothy Carleton Smyth, William 
Armstrong Davidson and Margaret De Courcy Lewthwaite 
Dewar. Sold in these rooms it is now held at the Kelvingrove 

Museum & Art Gallery in Glasgow (Lot 52, Taffner 
Collection, 7th September 2012). Also engraved on the 
plaque is a thistle and a leaf scroll within incised squares. 

The key and its plaque are mounted in a handmade 
oak presentation box, with a fitted interior lined 
in velvet to hold the key, presumably made as a 
presentation to Sir James to commemorate his part in 

the proceedings.
Whatever the details of the key and the opening ceremony 

may be, it is clear from all of the contemporary accounts is that 
Mackintosh is barely mentioned. He is certainly not credited 
as the architect and was not involved in any of the labyrinthine 
speeches and ceremony, or in any of the minutes – that fell to 
John Keppie as was the custom. Writing to his friend Hermann 
Muthesius, after the laying of the foundation stone the previous 
year, he bemoans his anonymity; 

“You must understand that for the time being I am under a 
cloud—as it were—although the building in Mitchell Street 
here was designed by me the architects are or were Messrs 
Honeyman & Keppie – who employ me as an assistant. You 
will see that is very unfortunate for me, but I hope, when 
brighter days come, I shall be able to work for myself entirely 
and claim the work as mine.”

Those brighter days did come and by the time the second phase 
opened in 1910 he was mentioned as the architect at last and 
the miraculous achievement that is The Glasgow School of Art 
(Mackintosh Building) was finally his.  

THE KEY WILL BE ON DISPLAY, ALONG WITH OTHER HIGHLIGHTS FROM 
THE SALE, IN:

Glasgow 
March 8   |   182 Bath Street, Glasgow, G2 4HG
London 
March 21-29  |   22 Connaught St, London, W2 2AF 
(closed weekends)
Edinburgh 
April 8-10   |   33 Broughton Place, Edinburgh, EH1 3RR 

I REMEMBER THE KEY QUITE CLEARLY 

NOW, SHINING PALE IN THIS GREY 

AFTERNOON WHEN IT WAS RAINING 

SLIGHTLY, A DRIZZLE, A REAL 

GLASGOW AFTERNOON.”

“I REMEMBER THE KEY QUITE CLEARLY 

NOW, SHINING PALE IN THIS GREY 

AFTERNOON WHEN IT WAS RAINING 

SLIGHTLY, A DRIZZLE, A REAL 

GLASGOW AFTERNOON.”
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During the 12th and 13th centuries the Korean potter developed 
acclaimed celadon-glazed stonewares, culminating in unique wares inlaid 
with decoration in black and white slip. These led to later buncheong 
wares. A wonderful example of the inlaid celadons is the unusual 
12th/13th century floriform bowl (estimate $1,000-1,500), decorated 
with the auspicious motif of boys and lotus, and delicately carved on 
the exterior with lotus sprays, all signifying wishes for a multitude of 
descendants.  While the form may stem from Tang and northern Song 
ceramics, and the motifs from the molded bowls of the Yaozhou kilns, the 
final product is wholly Korean.   

By the 18th century, blue and white porcelain had come to predominate 

in the court and among the elite of Korean society.  Though based on 
the porcelains of China and influenced by Japanese wares of the 17th 
and early 18th century, the potters of Korea once again developed their 
own unique forms and decoration.  These porcelains for domestic, 
scholarly and ritual purposes were strongly influenced by the austerity 
of Confucian thought, particularly in the 18th century, and a robust 
exuberance illustrating the confidence of the later 18th and 19th 
centuries.  The 18th century faceted bottle vase (estimate $18,000-22,000), 
delicately painted with deer and bamboo, serves to illustrate this earlier, 
more austere trend, while the rare 18th century ring-form water dropper 
(estimate $3,000-5,000) shows us the more elaborate elegance of a slightly 

HISTORICALLY, THE COLLECTING OF ASIAN CERAMICS IN THE WEST HAS FOCUSED ON THE KILNS 

OF CHINA AND JAPAN.  IT OFTEN COMES AS A SURPRISE TO MANY THAT KOREA ALSO HAS A LONG 

HISTORY OF PRODUCTION OF UNIQUE AND BEAUTIFUL CERAMIC WARES.  FREEMAN’S IS PRIVILEGED 

TO OFFER A FINE GROUP OF KOREAN CELADONS, BUNCHEONG STONEWARES AND BLUE AND 

WHITE PORCELAINS, RANGING OVER SEVEN CENTURIES AND TWO DYNASTIES OF KOREAN CERAMIC 

ARTS FROM A PRIVATE FLORIDA COLLECTION ON MARCH 16 IN PHILADELPHIA.

THE ART OF THE KOREAN POTTER
CELADONS AND PORCELAIN FROM A PRIVATE FLORIDA COLLECTION

BY BEN FARINA

A Korean blue and white porcelain ring-form “Peony and Butterfly” water 
dropper, 18th century, $3,000-5,000  (£2,200-3,600 + fees)

A Korean inlaid celadon “Boys and Lotus” floriform bowl, 12th century, 
$1,000-1,500  (£700-1,000 + fees)
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CONTACT:
Benjamin A. Farina, bfarina@freemansauction.com

ASIAN ARTS
A COLLECTION OF COLLECTIONS

Anchored by a private collection of fine Korean ceramics, the March 
16 Asian Arts auction will also feature a strong selection of Japanese 
arts, including works being sold to benefit the Japan America Society 
of Greater Philadelphia such as stonewares by Toshiko Takaezu, and 
works originally from the collection of the Commercial Museum, 
Philadelphia, such as an unusual “National Anthems” porcelain bowl. 

These are complemented by pieces from the estate of Jerry 
Ettelman, illustrating the aesthetics of wabicha, the elegant, austere 
form of the Japanese tea ceremony where the passage of time, 
inspired juxtaposition and rough simplicity, is valued.  The Ettelman 
collection includes chaire (tea caddies), Chinese, Japanese and Korean 
tea bowls, dishes and accessories ranging from the 8th to 18th century, 
such as the glazed pottery “Deer in Moonlight” (above) kogo in the 
manner of Ogata Kenzan. Additional Japanese works from other 
collections include a fine group of lacquers, a rare early 18th century 
Kakiemon style porcelain large bowl, and woodblock prints and 
paintings. 

Indian, Himalayan and southeast Asian works include sculptures 
formerly in the collection of Louis and Annette Kau�man, Tibetan 
thanka and southeast Asian ceramics from a Pennsylvania private 
collection.  This Pennsylvania collection also includes a number of 
Chinese ceramics dating from the Song to Ming period, such as a 
Chinese Dingyao “Lotus” bowl from the Song dynasty featuring an 
interior incised with twin fish.

In addition to Chinese ceramics, there will also be a wide array of 
Chinese works of art, textiles, furniture and paintings.  These include 
a collection of carved jades and hardstones from a southeastern 
Pennsylvania collection, assembled prior to 1970, including this Qing 
Dynasty carved lapis lazuli vase and cover, 18th/19th century (below). 
Paintings will include works by Li Xiongcai, Bai Xueshi and Deng 
Jianjin. This is a large sale with broad diversity of interesting fine and 
decorative works, well worth the attention of collectors, decorators 
and dealers across many fields.

later period.  Another excellent example is the boldly-formed and 
decorated “Dragon” jar, 18th/early 19th century (estimate $10,000-
15,000) where the strength of the jar, combined with the muscularity of 
the dragon, evokes the vitality and vigor of this time.

Above: Two Japanese ceramic kogo and a Bizen stoneware waterdropper, 
from the collection of Jerry Ettelman $400-600 (£380-430 + fees). Below: A 
Chinese carved lapis lazuli “Fortune, Wealth and Longevity” vase and cover, 
18th/19th century, from a private collection, southeastern Pennsylvania,  
$800-1200 (£570-870 + fees).

A Korean blue and white porcelain “Two Deer and Bamboo” octagonal 
bottle vase, 18th century, $18,000-22,000 (£13,000-16,000 + fees)

A Korean blue and white 
porcelain “Dragon” jar, 
18th/early 19th century, 

$10,000-15,000 
(£7,200-10,800 + fees)
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KOTAKOTAKOTAKOTAKOTA

KOTA RELIQUARY FIGURE (MBULU) 
£10,000 – 15,000 ($14,000-21,000) + fees
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THE RELIQUARIES (MBULU-NGULU) OF THE KOTA people of modern day Gabon are 
amongst the most iconic objects of all classical African art. Lyon & Turnbull are 
delighted to offer a powerful example in their inaugural African & Oceanic Art 
auction, taking place in Edinburgh on March 21. 
The making of figures to honour ancestors and allow continued communication 
with them was once widespread across sub-Saharan Africa. The Kota of the 
western equatorial forests produced particularly elaborate reliquaries, which 
reduced the human form to a distinctive flattened shape. Their use of wood and 
hammered metal is completely unique among African sculptural forms.

The key characteristic of these icons is the oversized head composed of 
radically simplified features. No two were exactly the same however, the Kota 
artists worked within some basic rules based on tradition but enjoyed significant 
freedom to adapt their creation. The figure was accentuated with strips of 
copper & brass, this use of metal not only heightened associations of wealth and 
prosperity, its shiny surface was believed to scare off malevolent spirits. Bark 
containers holding the bones of revered forbears would then be attached to the 
wooden base. For most of the year, they would be kept in semi-darkness in a 
sacred enclosure. Only on auspicious days would they be taken out and paraded 
amongst the community. 

It was around the end of the 19th century when the first Kota reliquaries began 
arriving in Europe. Brought in by missionaries and traders, they became amongst 
the first sub-Saharan artworks to be displayed in the west. They quickly become 
highly sought after by collectors – as indeed they are today. The avant-garde 
artists living in Paris in the early 20th century were particularly fascinated 
by the radical abstraction of the human form that the reliquaries embodied. 
Picasso & Giacometti both owned one, with the former’s Nude with Raised Arms 
(1907) being directly influenced by his example. In the subsequent century, Kota 
reliquaries have risen to become true icons of world art. 

Originating from an old UK collection, the present example is of typical 
abstract form. Composed of wood covered with copper sheets, the bi-planar 
facial features are flanked and surmounted by a sickle-shaped coiffure, the 
long neck following down to an open diamond-shaped body. It embodies the 
classical Kota characteristic of high emotional impact. The open indented mouth 
is relatively rare, with most reliquaries having none at all. However, the wide, 
oversized eyes are highly typical, adding to the powerful protection it offered. 
We can see an element of the aforementioned improvisation in the decorative 
crossed metal plates across the mouth. The wavy surface metal has been sand 
polished to achieve a striking brightness, mirroring the shimmering surface of a 
river at sunset. 

Originally created as a “guardian” for the relics of ancestors, this striking piece 
now stands apart from its original function, a fine example of the innovative 
genius of the anonymous Kota artist who crafted it.

G U A R D I A NKOTAKOTA
AN ICON OF AFRICAN ART

KOTAKOTAKOTAG U A R D I A NKOTAG U A R D I A NKOTAG U A R D I A NKOTAG U A R D I A N

BY ALEX TWEEDY

AFRICAN & OCEANIC ART AND ANTIQUITIES 
MARCH 21 | EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Alex Tweedy, alex.tweedy@lyonandturnbull.com 



CHRISTOPHER WOOD (BRITISH 1901-1930)
Man with Cards
Signed, oil on canvas

A
A



Christopher Wood is one of the best loved artists of the Modern 
British period and remains highly sought after by collectors. His 
artistic output was small but influential, and his dramatic life story, 
culminating in his tragic early death in 1930, engendered a personality 
cult which continues to enthral historians and collectors to this day.  

Born in Knowsley, Liverpool, Wood moved to Paris after briefly 
studying architecture. In 1921 he attended the Académie Julian, a 
school which produced many successful artists and was as effective 
at stimulating networks as it was at nurturing artistic talent. The 
handsome young Wood, whose artwork was becoming admired 
for its charming naivety, excelled in both of these areas. He quickly 
gained the attention and patronage of Chilean diplomat Antonio 
de Gandarillas. Gandarillas provided crucial financial support, and 
introduced Wood to Picasso and Jean Cocteau, though also to the use 
of opium, which was to play a tragic role in his later life. 

H A N D  O F  F A T E
CHRISTOPHER WOOD’S ‘MAN WITH CARDS’

BY CHARLOTTE RIORDAN
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It was in the mid-1920s, however, that Wood truly began to make his mark. Man 
with Cards dates from c.1925, a year considered pivotal to his transition into a 
“serious” artist. It is likely to have been painted while in France, possibly Paris. 
It could be posited that this work contains an early appearance of what was to 
become a classic trope for Wood: the fisherman. Traditionally associated with 
boundlessness, escapism and freedom from society’s rules, some have interpreted 
Wood’s fishermen as a covert reference to his homosexuality; Wood was openly 
bi-sexual and indeed was co-habiting with Gandarillas at this time.  Whether a 
fisherman or some other form of fringe figure, the sitter seems lost in a reverie, 
playing with (Wood’s own) pack of cards. This is one of the earliest known 
appearances of playing cards in his work. This became another important part of 
his visual lexicon; evocative of fate and life’s unpredictability. His cards are now 
housed in Tate’s collection. 

Wood began his first serious heterosexual love affair the year this work was 
painted, and the presence of two somewhat surreal female figures in the top 
right of the composition perhaps allude to this development in his life.  His work 
often contains a sense of the uncanny or a barely perceptible undercurrent of 
tension, and these strangely-hued figures peering into the frame appear almost as 
if figments of the sitter’s imagination. Many art historians perceive evidence of 
the more hallucinatory and visionary aspects of Wood’s opium addiction at work 
in such elements, and it is certainly true to say that Wood became increasingly 
keen on weaving his work with elements of fantasy and memory. 

The late 1920s saw Wood continue to establish himself - especially in London 
- exhibiting as a member of the London Group in 1926 and the Seven and Five 
Society between 1926-30. Through this he forged an important friendship with 
Ben and Winifred Nicholson, exhibiting with the couple at the Beaux Arts 
Gallery in 1927. Both artists had a considerable impact on Wood’s art, and his 
mature artistic style was ultimately cemented during a trip with Ben Nicholson 
to St Ives. Here, the pair met a local artist called Alfred Wallis. The freeness and 
gentle naivety of Wallis’ self-taught ‘primitive’ approach was the final piece in the 
eclectic puzzle of Wood’s own visual language.

The modernism absorbed during his Parisian years, the romanticism of the 
English artistic tradition to which he was both drawn and simultaneously sought 
to circumvent, and the child-like quality of the work of ‘Outsider’ figures like 
Alfred Wallis combined to set his work apart from his peers. As such, Wood’s art 
is considered to represent an important and unique ‘bridge’ between England 
and the Continent at that time – subsumed by neither one style nor the other.  

Wood died prematurely and tragically; throwing himself under a train in 1930 
at the age of 29, presumed to be struggling with opium withdrawal symptoms. 
His career was cut short; capping the number of artworks produced and 
increasing the scarcity and demand to this day. A well-known figure in art circles 
of the time, his legacy was cemented and his influence on the next generation 
has been well-noted. In 1938 his paintings were included in the British Pavilion 
at the Venice Biennale. In the same year a major exhibition was organised by the 
Redfern Gallery at the New Burlington Galleries, which attempted to re-unite 
Wood’s complete works, and is said to have provided key inspiration to the Neo-
Romanticist movement including Paul Nash, John Minton and John Craxton. 

Man with Cards is listed as number 125 in Eric Newton’s 1936 catalogue raisonne 
of the artist, and, along with the rest of his estate, was taken into the care of 
the Redfern Gallery from 1938. It was purchased from the gallery in 1956, and 
has remained in the same family’s private collection since. It will appear in the 
forthcoming catalogue raisonne by Robert Upstone, who Lyon & Turnbull would 
like to thank for his kind assistance in cataloguing this lot.  

“THE FREENESS AND GENTLE 

NAIVETY OF WALLIS’ SELF-

TAUGHT ‘PRIMITIVE’ APPROACH 

WAS THE FINAL PIECE IN THE 

ECLECTIC PUZZLE OF WOOD’S 

OWN VISUAL LANGUAGE.”

MODERN BRITISH & CONTEMPORARY ART
APRIL 18 | EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Charlotte Riordan, charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com
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‘OUTSIDER ART’ IS DEFINED AS THE PRODUCTION 

of art and imagery by individuals practising out with cultural and 
societal norms. It originates from the research of mentally ill in-patients 
by psychiatrists in the early 20th century, the art of whom influenced 
contemporary figures such as Jean Dubuffet and Andre Breton. Dubuffet 
characterised the output as ‘Art Brut’ (or, ‘Raw Art’), becoming greatly 
impressed by what he regarded as the purity of their creativity. Their work 
was produced without training, indeed without awareness of itself as art at 
all, the result being what Dubuffet saw as a wholly unfettered directness; 
completely lacking in inhibition and undistorted by cultural bias. 

Now an avidly collected field with its own dedicated art fair held 
annually in New York and Paris, the remit of ‘Outsider Art’ has expanded 
to include any untrained figure producing work on society’s margins, 
through disability or eccentricity, for example. The collection Lyon & 
Turnbull will offer in April represents a rare body of examples dating 
from that earliest definition of the genre. 

Dr. Alec C. Dalzell 1905-1990, painter and psychiatrist, was appointed 
Medical Superintendent of Friern Hospital in 1945. Already the 
Surrealist Exhibition of 1936 had strongly influenced his ideas about 
the root source of art, and fuelled his interest in the links between 
creativity and mental illness, the boundary between illness and art. He 
had also been influenced by Hans Prinzhorn’s book, The Artistry of the 
Mentally Ill (1922), and several of the styles represented in his collection 
have a family resemblance to the ‘schizophrenic masters’ illustrated in 
Prinzhorn’s work. 

By 1945 there were a large number of displaced, war-traumatised 
persons in Friern Hospital including many Jews and others from Eastern 
Europe, Poland and the Ukraine. Images from this group appear to have 
particularly interested Dalzell; for example the biographical carpet-picture 

by ‘Prof. Erkhoff’, or another patient’s extensive text and graphic diary of 
Hospital life made by using blue crayon on toilet paper. 

The collected images are highly individual, full of precision and intent. 
Dr. Dalzell believed that meaningful activity for patients was therapeutic. 
His collection was shown to staff and students within the hospital a 
number of times. Perhaps because these works interested him more as 
a painter than as a doctor, they do not appear to have been collected to 
illustrate particular pathologies. The comments attached to the corners 
of some of the work refer only to the mood of a patient while making 
the work.   

By the 1960s sedation (by chlorpromazine for example) had become an 
accepted way to control patients. Heavily sedated patients were no longer 
able to produce work characterised by the kind of impulsive energy, or 
intricate hypnotic detail that prompted Dalzell to make his collection. 
Indeed, the art room activity variety of Occupational Therapy which he 
had encouraged became known as ‘diversionism’.  

Of his collection of  written work, letters and journals collected from 
various hospitals in South London beginning in the 1930’s, Dalzell said 
that, as with the visual pieces, it had been the artistry of the writers that 
had interested him. He recalled a moment when reading a stream-of-
consciousness novel given to him by one of the Bloomsbury Group and 
thinking: “my patients can do that.”

After the 1960s, Friern Hospital was slowly wound down. In 1993 the old 
asylum was converted into luxury flats and renamed Princess Park Manor. 

This unique collection comes to market directly via Dr Dalzell’s 
descendants. Lyon & Turnbull will offer a body of these fascinating 
works in their Modern British & Contemporary Art auction on April 18 
in Edinburgh.  

BEGINNING AND 
ENDING OF AN ERA

THE OUTSIDER ART COLLECTION 
OF DR. A. C. DALZELL

Clockwise:

UNKNOWN (20TH CENTURY)
The Diggers Dug and Dug 

Bears handwritten inscription in ink verso, dated 
May 31st 1955, pencil drawing on blank postcard

unframed

MONKEY CAGE 
Indistinctly inscribed ‘K. Wood’, a further 

handwritten inscription has been glued to the top 
left: ‘None of his usual hesitation before starting 

this one, he had no help at all. He knew exactly 
what he wanted to do. His only comment - “The 

monkeys are not trying to get out, they are 
enjoying themselves”, May 17, 1949’, watercolour

Bottom: 
UNKNOWN (20TH CENTURY)

Striped Cat with Kitten
Gouache on paper



QQUAKER LEGACY 

A GLIMPSE OF EARLY AMERICAN LIFE 
THROUGH THE OBJECTS OF IMPORTANT 

PHILADELPHIA FAMILIES

BY LYNDA CAIN
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remarkable collection relating to prominent 
Quaker families of Philadelphia, Bucks 
and Chester Counties will be offered in 

the April 25 American Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts 
auction. The collection is comprised of decorative objects 
and furniture, as well as related manuscripts, printed 
pamphlets, books, journals and correspondence from the 
18th to the 20th centuries  

 Connected by marriage and often through membership 
in the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting, families represented 
in the collection include Richardson, Sharpless, Haines, 
Cadwallader, Randolph, Eastburn, Mendenhall, Newlin, 
Stackhouse, Taylor and Clark. The material descended to 
the Moon Family of Bucks County and Virginia, and the 
present consignor lovingly organized the manuscripts and 
preserved the early handwritten notes accompanying the 
decorative objects.  

 Among the items with intriguing provenance is 
a Chippendale walnut tall case clock with a silvered 
composite brass dial engraved, “John Wood, Philadelphia.” 
A handwritten paper label inscribed, “Belonged to Jane 
Clark...see sampler,” is affixed to the waist door.  

 Jane Clark (1790-1858) was the second daughter of 
Philadelphia board merchant, Samuel Clark (1735-1802) and 
Hannah Richardson Clark (1749-1817).  Hannah Richardson 
was the daughter of the preeminent Philadelphia 
silversmith Joseph Richardson and his second wife Mary 
Allen, and was sister to the silversmiths Nathaniel and 
Joseph Richardson, Jr; she married Samuel Clark in 1787. 
The Clark family resided at No. 38 North 5th street in 
Philadelphia, with Samuel’s shop next door at No. 40. 
This information would have been difficult to uncover, if 
not for the existence of Jane and Mary (her sister) Clark’s 
remarkably similar samplers. Worked in 1798 and 1800, 
respectively, each is inscribed, “Daughter of Samuel & 
Hannah Clark.”

 Another handwritten note in the family files, probably 
written by Jane Clark herself, further elucidates the clock’s 

provenance, recording, “This clock was the property of 
Nathaniel Allen who died in the year 1757.” Nathaniel was 
Jane’s great grandfather, who left his clock to his daughter 
Hannah Allen, who then bequeathed it to Jane’s mother, 
Hannah. The clock is likely the work of early and prolific 
clockmaker, John Wood, Sr., who died in 1760 or 1761 (it 
should be noted that his son, John Wood, Jr., is thought to 
have been working with his father as early as 1750).

 Another item of note is a walnut and pine chest-on-
frame made in the Philadelphia area during the first quarter 
of the 18th century. The chest retains most of its original 
brasses, and though it appears to have been cut down, the 
feet are period, turned and doweled. Furniture historian 
Adam Bowett has published an early 18th century English 
joiner’s trade card showing a chest-on-frame with similarly 
short legs, suggesting such forms may have been made in 
England and possibly in the Colonies. The chest’s dust 
boards bear inscriptions suggesting that in 1813, when 
Jane Haines (1793-1884) married James Burgess Moon 
(1782-1855), this piece was a cherished relic in the ancestral 
Moon Family home, Woodbourne, located in Middleton 
Township, Bucks County.

 “Nothing brings us home to the contributions made 
by American families to the fabric of American republic 
life and continent as intimately—and materially—as this 
collection,” Freeman’s Vice President and Senior Specialist 
of Books, Maps & Manuscripts, David Bloom said. “They 
almost seem to form themselves, over several generations, 
into archives of inexhaustible cultural and historical (and 
even aesthetic) interest. This archive, formed out of more 
than 200 years of the private (even internal) and public lives 
of the related Quaker Randolph, Sharpless, Cadwallander, 
Eastburn, Moon and other early Quaker settlers of 
Pennsylvania, is richly representative of this principle.”

provenance, recording, “This clock was the property of 
Nathaniel Allen who died in the year 1757.” Nathaniel was 
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This information would have been difficult to uncover, if 
not for the existence of Jane and Mary (her sister) Clark’s 
remarkably similar samplers. Worked in 1798 and 1800, 
respectively, each is inscribed, “Daughter of Samuel & 
Hannah Clark.”

 Another handwritten note in the family files, probably 
written by Jane Clark herself, further elucidates the clock’s 

of the related Quaker Randolph, Sharpless, Cadwallander, 
Eastburn, Moon and other early Quaker settlers of 
Pennsylvania, is richly representative of this principle.”

of the related Quaker Randolph, Sharpless, Cadwallander, 

Pennsylvania, is richly representative of this principle.”

Far Left: An early American printed cookbook,   
The Frugal Housewife: or Complete Woman Cook. 
Wherein  the Art of dressing all Sorts of Viands... 
is Explained in Five Hundred appproved Receipts. 
Philadelphia: James Carey, 1796.  

Left: Needlework sampler, Jane Clark (1790-1858), 
Philadelphia, dated “1800,” silk on linen,  17 ¼ in. x 
 14 ¼ in. (sight)
 
Below: Chippendale walnut tall case clock, John Wood 
 (died 1760 or 1761) Philadelphia, circa 1750  H: 100 in.
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While travelling through Italy and viewing the Venus de’ Medici in 
Florence, the eponymous protagonist of Lord Byron’s narrative poem 
Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage effuses:

There, too, the Goddess loves in stone, and fills       
The air around with beauty; we inhale 
The ambrosial aspect, which, beheld, instils 
Part of its immortality; the veil 
Of heaven is half undrawn; within the pale 
We stand, and in that form and face behold        
What mind can make, when Nature’s self would fail 

Byron, the Enfant Terrible of the Romantic Movement, is responding 
to the cool seductive beauty of this goddess of antiquity. It is easy 
to recognise Byron’s enthusiasm: Venus stands demurely, her arms 
seeming to cover her nakedness, as she emerges from the sea as 
evidenced by the dolphin at her feet.

Dating to the first century AD, and likely a copy of an earlier 
Hellenistic bronze of the Greek goddess of love Aphrodite, it follows 
the tradition of the work of Praxiteles, the 4th century BC sculptor. The 
Venus was known to be in the Medici collection in the mid 16th century, 
feted as a rare survivor from the Classical period, and through the 17th 
century its popularity began to extend beyond the closed circle of the 
Italian elite. Moved from Rome to Florence in 1677, obstensibly at the 
instruction of Pope Innocent XI who felt it’s erotic overtones incited 
lewd behaviour, the Venus was installed in the Uffizi Gallery where it 
became a prime attraction for visitors making the Grand Tour. As the 
fervour for the Classical style took hold,  Italian copies in bronze and 
marble started appearing in British collections and gardens, inspired by 
their owner’s travels.

By the first quarter of the 19th century, the Romantic movement 
focussed on the effects of emotion and the individual, rather than 
the idea of idealised beauty, seemingly at odds with the intellectual 
sangfroid of Classicism. Inspiration was to be found in nature, and 
man’s relationship with it. It is interesting to note however, that when 
depicting themselves, the Romantics often adopted references to 
Classicism, albeit with a Romantic interpretation. Portraits and busts 
typically show sitters draped in robes like Roman nobleman, eschewing 
the conventional dress of the day. It was a different idealised beauty 
than what had come before, with a sense of life and feeling imbued in 
the work. 

A white marble bust by Sir John Steell R.S.A. (Scottish 1804-1891), 
sold by Lyon & Turnbull in January for £16,250 ($22,750) including 
buyer’s premium, exemplifies this union of the two movements. The 

sitter, a young man, is shown apparently shirtless, his wild and waving 
locks of hair seemingly captured in a moment of natural abandon. 
Steell roots his subject in the language of Classical sculpture, then 
evokes the emotional overtones to ensure we know we are viewing 
a real person, not an idealised Greek or Roman god. As beautiful as 
Venus de’ Medici appears, she does not breathe in the same way. 
Her purpose is to inspire man through her perfection, yet remain 
unattainable. 

A beautifully rendered 19th century white Italian marble figure of the 
Medici Venus will be offered in Lyon & Turnbull’s May 2 Fine Furniture 
& Works of Art sale in Edinburgh. Recently de-accessioned from a 
Scottish institution, it has a pre-sale estimate of £15,000-20,000.

CLASSICISM ROMANTICISM

THE DUALITY OF 19TH CENTURY SCULPTURE

&
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AFTER THE ANTIQUE
An Italian white marble figure  

of the Venus de’ Medici
19th century

£15,000-20,000 ($21,000-28,000)+fees



JIANG ZHAOHE (CHINESE 1904-1986)
Portrait of Ivan Titkov
Ink on paper, signed and dated 1956
£40,000 – 60,000 ($56,000-84,000) + fees 
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ith the enormous volume of economic and cultural transfer 
between China and the West today, it has almost become 
forgotten that only decades ago, China was all but completely 

shut to the Western world. Between the founding of the Communist 
Republic in 1949 and the economic reforms in the late 1970s, China’s only 
contact with the ‘West’ was with countries of the Eastern Block, in particular 
the Soviet Union. For Chinese artists, encounters with Russian and Eastern 
European artists was their only window to the art of the outside world. 

Many friendships were forged in the 1950s when state-organized mutual 
visits between Chinese and Soviet artists were especially frequent. The 
friendship between Ivan Titkov (1905-1993), “People’s Artist of Siberia” and 
Jiang Zhaohe (1904-1986), the “Chinese Rembrandt”, is a good example. 
When Titkov visited Beijing in 1956, heading a delegation of Novosibirsk 
artists, he met with Jiang, then a member of the Chinese Artists’ Association. 
They immediately recognised how much they had in common: both came 
from humble circumstances and turned as a young men to art as their calling; 
both endured the hardships of war which informed their art; and both shared 
in their paintings a deep sympathy for the human condition. 

Jiang’s portrait of Titkov was completed during this visit. From Jiang’s 
favourite three-quarter angle, it shows an artist at the height of his 
accomplishment looking determinedly into the distance. Confident, full of 
entrepreneurial energy whilst exuding a deep humaneness and compassion, 
the subtleties of this painting show how well Jiang understood his sitter 
and friend. Almost fifty years later, on Titkov’s 100th birthday in 2005, this 
portrait would occupy a central place in his retrospective in Novosibirsk, 
reminding people of the great socialist-humanist artist as seen through the 
eyes of a Chinese painter. 

Jiang Zhaohe is called father of modern Chinese figure painting for 
introducing Western pictorial realism, notably three-dimensionality and 
modelled form, into traditional Chinese brushwork. His paintings, which 
at a distance look like pencil drawings, are actually carried out in fine 
washes of ink on Chinese xuan paper, a highly unforgiving medium. Apart 
from reforming the traditional technique, Jiang is most celebrated for his 
commitment to recording the suffering of the deprived and oppressed. His 

masterpiece Refugees, portraying men, women and children displaced by 
the Sino-Japanese war, upset the Japanese occupiers so much that it was 
confiscated from exhibition twice.

Ivan Titkov’s paintings, similar to Jiang Zhaohe’s, are characterized by the 
love for his people and ancestral land, in his case Siberia. In a career that 
spanned nearly seven decades, he devoted himself to depicting the diverse 
ethnicities, cultures and landscapes of this vast territory. His works, suffused 
with poeticism and romanticism, are painted hymns to the land of Siberia. 
Titkov was also a committed art teacher and initiator of the creation of 
regional art galleries in Siberia, the reason why he was called “the patriarch of 
Siberian culture” by one art critic. Interestingly, after meeting Jiang Zhaohe 
in Beijing, Titkov would sometimes turn to Chinese subjects, painting actors 
of Peking Opera and immortals from Chinese legends.

The Portrait of Ivan Titkov by Jiang Zhaohe is a token of their friendship. 
Kept in Titkov’s family until now, it will be offered for sale at Lyon & 
Turnbull’s London Fine Asian Works of Art auction on May 16.

Jiang Zhaohe’s portrait of Ivan Titkov
By Dr. Ling Zhu

W

Ivan Titkov at work in the 1950’s
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FRIENDSHIP
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A Philadelphia Story
Georges Perrier
la collection

By Nicholas B.A. Nicholson & Tessa Laney
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BRITISH & EUROPEAN FURNITURE & DECORATIVE ARTS
MAY 22  |  PHILADELPHIA

CONTACT:
Nick Nicholson, nnicholson@freemansauction.com

 Georges Perrier’s famous Philadelphia restaurant open from 
1970 until 2013, was internationally known as America’s finest French restaurant, 
earning five stars for decades.  The gathering place for those who appreciated 
extraordinary cuisine in a luxurious setting, Le Bec-Fin was without doubt a jewel 
in America’s culinary crown; the exquisite galettes de crabe and quenelles de brochet 
were a public manifestation of Georges Perrier’s sumptuous taste.  What few knew, 
however, was that privately, Perrier had amassed an impressive collection of French 
decorative arts of the 18th and 19th centuries.  

Born in 1943 in Lyon, France, Perrier began his culinary career at 14.  He 
apprenticed under Michel Lorrain in Lyon, Jacques Picard in Provence, and Guy 
Thivard at Ferdinand Point’s legendary “La Pyramide” in Vienne.  In addition to 
his many cooking accolades, he was awarded the French Légion d’Honneur in 2009, 
the highest civilian merit award conferred by the French government.  His love 
for France and his constant drive to reach for the heights of fine dining and living 
helped form an eye as refined as his palate.

The collection of Georges Perrier is what one would expect from an international 
arbiter of taste and luxury.  Works by Lacroix, Dubois, Nogaret, Leleu, Nadal dit 
l’Aîné, Kemp and Tuart are highlights of the Perrier collection, which also includes 
works by the Manufacture de Sèvres, fine examples of ormolu from the Régence 
through Louis XVI periods and French portraiture of the 18th and 19th centuries.

A masterpiece of French marquetry work is a Louis XV/Louis XVI transitional 
ormolu-mounted acajou, kingwood and fruitwood commode dating to the early 
1770s by René Dubois (1737-1788), son of the celebrated Jacques Dubois (1693-1763).  
The complex floral marquetry scenes of this commode are brought to the fore against 
its clean lines, restrained ormolu mounts, and unblemished Breccia di Tivoli marble 
top.  It is stamped prominently “I. DUBOIS” and bears the JME stamp.

Ever the eminent host, Mr. Perrier also collected smaller meubles and occasional 
tables for entertaining.  Examples in this sale include pieces by premiere Parisian 
ébénistes of the 18th century: Roger Vandercruse, dit Lacroix (1727-1799), Jean-
François Leleu (1729-1807), François Reizell (maître 1764) and Guillaume Kemp 
(active 1757–86), among several others.  Of particular note is a fine ormolu-mounted 
mahogany table de milieu by Lacroix, bearing all the characteristics of his well-
constructed and highly refined style, stamped to the underside R. LACROIX and 
with JME stamp.  

Perhaps the most delightful piece in the collection is a fine Louis XVI ormolu-
mounted mahogany mechanical poudreuse by Jean-François Leleu.  Intended to hide 
the most personal effects of a stylish member of the French noblesse, it presents as a 
guéridon but converts into a poudreuse with hinged mirror and well-hidden secret 
compartments.  This table exemplifies Leleu’s aesthetic of sculptural proportions and 
restrained design executed with flawless technique, and is stamped to the underside 
J*F*LELEU and JME.

The collection boasts two wonderful Louis XV ormolu-mounted kingwood 
parquetry bracket clocks, including a magnificent, overscaled example by François 
Goyer (maître 1740).   Signed on the face and backplate “A. R. Sandaux/a Paris;” 
the case and conforming bracket by are fitted with finely cast ormolu rocailles of 
exceptional quality, the case  stamped “F. Goyer” and JME to verso.  Several lots of 
fine porcelain by the Manufacture Royale de Sèvres round out the sale, centered 
around a particularly beautiful Louis XV part déjeuner dated 1768, decorated with a 
bleu fonce ground and stripes of roses within gilt-bordered medallions reminiscent of 
the silk lampas patterns produced during this period at Lyon.

The lavish display of elegance and quality within this collection is a testament to 
Perrier, whose own taste has left a permanent mark on the city of Philadelphia and 
the culinary history of the United States. Freeman’s is pleased to offer Le Collection 
Georges Perrier so that these extraordinary pieces may pass to new collectors who seek 
the very best in design, quality and le bon gout!

Georges Perrier
Le Bec-Fin,

Top: A Sèvres soft-paste porcelain hand-painted and parcel-gilt five-piece 
déjeuner with bleu fonce ground  1768, the set marked with date letter P and 
blue interlaced L marks $6,000-8,000 (£4,300-5,700 + fees).

Bottom: 
A fine Louis XVI ormolu-mounted mahogany mechanical poudreuse             
jean-françois leleu (french, 1729-1807), circa 1775   
 $2,000-3,000 (£1,400-2,100)

Featured Left:
A transitional Louis XV/Louis XVI ormolu-mounted marquetry and parquetry 
acajou, kingwood, and fruitwood commode René Dubois  
(French, 1737-1788), circa 1770        
$6,000-8,000 (£4,300-5,700 + fees)
 
A large Louis XV ormolu-mounted kingwood parquetry bracket clock  
François Goyer (maître 1740), circa 1750     
$3,000-5,000 (£2,100-3,600 + fees)



“I wot hunts with the Duke.”

THE
BADMINTON

SWEEP

By Nick Curnow

FOLLOWER OF JOHN E FERNELEY
The Marquis of Worcester With William Long, 
Master of the Beaufort Hunt and the Hunting 
Sweep in Front of Badminton House
oil on canvas. 76cm x 104cm (30in x 41in)
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Mounted on a chestnut brown horse sits a charismatic man, hat in hand, face 
blackened with soot and a sweep brush tucked under his arm. He accompanies four 
gentlemen fashionably dressed in green hunting coats with hounds eagerly poised 
for the day’s activities. The ‘sooted’ man seems rather out of place in this traditional 
sporting portrait  - depicting the young Marquess of Worcester, Henry Charles Fitzroy 
Somerset (1824-1899), preparing to ride with William Long, the Huntsman to the 
Beaufort Hunt, in the grounds of Badminton House in 1837 – however, research into 
contemporary accounts of the period show ‘The Badminton Sweep’, William Vizard of 
Chipping Sudbury, to be an important figure in the scene.

Born in 1792, Vizard was a chimney sweep that had industriously found himself in 
the circles of the gentry and was somewhat of a celebrity. According to the news of 
the day, he had come to acquire property, “political creed” and the favour of the 6th 
Duke of Beaufort.  Although a man of Reformist principals, when approached by two 
Reform candidates seeking his support and vote in the local elections of 1829, Vizard 
surprisingly responded “to tell you the truth, gem’mem, I can’t vote for you, ‘cause I 
hunts with the Duke.”

Three years on, in 1832, Vizard demonstrated his political influence again when 
the 6th Duke’s son, the Marquess of Worcester (set to become the 7th Duke in 1835) 
was running for a seat. During the hustings, the sweep moved forward vehemently 
declaring support for the Marquess. According to the account, Vizard continued to 
express his displeasure of the state of country, stating he no longer supported the 
Reformists and that “they must be swept away and kept out of power, or you may 
depend upon it there will be no stability in our Constitution then in a tottering 
chimney during a high wind.” The Marquess was shortly elected.  

When the 6th Duke of Beaufort died in 1835, Vizard removed himself from the 
hunting scene for a period of mourning. His return was famously recorded in several 
periodicals in an article entitled ‘The Hunting Sweep, or a Day with the Duke of Beaufort’. 
It was no quiet affair, demonstrating his horseman skills, Vizard jumped on his 
horse, stood upon one leg with the other extended mid-air, reins in one hand and 
his sweep brush in the other, “like a flying Mercury”. The renowned sporting artist, 
Richard Barrett Davis (1782 -1854), captured the scene in The Sporting Sweep, a portrait 
reproduced alongside the tale in a many a publication including The Gentleman’s 
Magazine (1838) and Craven’s The Sporting Review (1840).

“We must not omit to notice the appearance, on this occasion, of a very 
distinguished character, who takes a prominent part in all the sports in this 
quarter of the country—we mean the celebrated “hunting sweep, vot ‘unts 
with the Dook,” and who has been made the subject of a very diverting 
electioneering caricature. He appeared as usual, mounted on his “trusty old 
‘unter,” and in the identical sables, both as to skin and toggery, which mark and 
distinguish his peculiar vocation, not omitting his chimney-brush, which was 
tucked in his ‘unting belt. His urbanity of manner, and respectfully familiar 
mode of recognising and addressing his aristocratical brother sportsmen, 
caused many smiles and much wonderment among those who were not 
acquainted with the friendly footing which he has obtained among the sons of 
the turf equally zealous followers of the “brush.”

  – Cheltenham Looker, Saturday 21 December 1839.
At first glance the subject of this picture appears to be a typical hunting scene, in 

which clear lines are drawn between the social strata. However, it is not until further 
exploration that we discover the sooty sweep, astride his faithful chestnut Prosper, to 
be not just an addition but the main attraction. 
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BY T IM  ANDREADIS

The market for 20th century design is no longer in its infancy.  Now a 
well-developed and worldwide market, discerning collectors are trophy 

hunting for increasingly scarce and exceptional works.  We sat down with 
Freeman’s Vice President and Design department head Tim Andreadis to 

get his take on some of the most popular works to cross Freeman’s auction 
block this past year and his predictions for what’s to come in 2018.

DESIGN
JUNE 4   |  PHILADELPHIA

CONTACT:
Tim Andreadis, tandreadis@freemansauction.com

Freeman’s achieved the highest price in the world for a 

work of Nakashima sold at auction in 2017.  The Bucks 

County woodworker’s creations continue to be a favorite 

among interior designers and leading collectors of Design. 

Works by George’s daughter, Mira, also blossomed this 

past year and are gaining momentum moving into 2018.  

Expect Nakashima’s most expressive tables to deliver at 

market again in 2018.

1

T R E N D I N G  N O W

GEORGE NAKASHIMA (AMERICAN, 1905-1990) 
The Frosh Family Sanso “Reception House” Table and 
Set Of Six Conoid Chairs, New Hope, Pennsylvania, 1981 
Estimate $100,000-150,000
Sold for $187,500



The impossibly chic designs of American designer Edward Wormley 

for the Berne, Indiana firm of Dunbar continue to attract interest from 

collectors and interior designers.  His timeless designs fit seamlessly 

with almost any interior scheme.  As both classic and historic design 

(aka “antiques”) are poised to make a comeback in 2018, Dunbar 

pieces will continue to straddle the divide.

New Hope, Pennsylvania artisan, Paul Evans, 

continues to excite the Design market, achieving 

solid prices across a wide range of metal 

furniture and sculpture.  Look for  

custom pieces with pronounced proportions  

and sculptural detail to be big winners this year.

Let there be light!  Italian 

architects working in the 

post-war period experimented 

with lighting design with 

wild success.  Original, 

vintage-production works 

such as this standing lamp 

by luminary Gino Sarfatti for 

Arteluce, are among the most 

desirable on the secondary 

market. Misattributions and 

contemporary knock-offs 

will continue to obfuscate 

the market for Italian design 

in 2018, but unusual models  

with solid provenance can be 

expected to attract interest at 

the highest level. 

In a saturated, yet healthy Design market,  

buyers seek out the rarest of rare pieces; one-of- 

a-kind works that are neither reproduced  

nor replicated. This desk by Philadelphia  

architect, Louis Kahn, was the first ever piece  

of his custom furniture to come to auction.  

Collectors and designers looking to  

differentiate themselves from their peers will  

continue to turn their attention to custom works  

or serial production pieces with limited runs.
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Collectors and designers looking to 

differentiate themselves from their peers will 

continue to turn their attention to custom works 

2

EDWARD WORMLEY 
(AMERICAN, 1907-1995) 
La Gondola Sofa, Model 5719, 
Dunbar, Berne, Indiana, 1957 
Estimate $6,000-8,000 
Sold for $15,600

3

GINO SARFATTI (ITALIAN, 1912-1985) 
Floor Lamp, Model 1006, Arteluce, Italy, 1966 
Estimate $2,000-3,000 
Sold for $8,750

4

PAUL EVANS (AMERICAN, 1931-1987) 
Cityscape II “Faceted” Cabinet, Model Pe-354, 

Directional, USA, Circa 1970
Estimate $10,000-15,000 

Sold for $35,000

5

LOUIS KAHN (AMERICAN, 1901-1974) 
Desk for the Morton and Lenore Weiss House,  
East Norriton Township, Pennsylvania, 1947-1950 
The Desk designed 1949 and Fabricated by the Alexander 
Woodwork Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1950 
Estimate $10,000-15,000 
Sold for $33,750



MOVING WITH THE

BY TREVOR KYLEPATEK PHILIPPE TIMEPIECES

PATEK PHILIPPE 
A later converted 14 carat  
rose gold cased wrist watch 
£2,500-4,000 ($3,500-5,600) +fees



JEWELLERY, SILVER & WATCHES
JUNE 6  |  EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Trevor Kyle, trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com 
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The renowned Swiss watchmakers, Patek Philippe  
were founded in 1851. Synonymous with quality 
in both design and production, the company has 

manufactured some of the most complicated and impressive 
timepieces ever produced.  Originally a designer and maker of 
pocket watches, Patek is accredited with the invention of the 
wristwatch in 1868. They are considered by many experts and 
collectors to be one of the most prestigious watch manufacturers. 

On offer in Lyon & Turnbull’s specialist Jewellery, Silver & 
Watches auction this June are four pieces by Patek Philippe, 
each very different in design: one lady’s mid-20thcentury gold 
wristwatch and bracelet; a mid-sized Calatrava model; an 18 carat 
gold hunter cased pocket watch, circa 1902; and a cleverly adapted 
14 carat rose gold pocket to wrist watch.  

The Calatrava model was launched in 1932 and is one of the 
constants of the firm. A dress watch modelled on the Bauhaus 
principle of going back to basics. Over the years the watch has 
seen a number of revisions but always adhering to the original 
idea. Current models have increased in size to follow fashion.

The lady’s watch is a classic example of the mid-20th century, a 

small rectangular dial, and a rose gold bracelet. Well modelled with 
a bold, bright flexible bracelet, it makes an appealing accessory. 

The hunter cased pocket watch is a lovely early 20th century 
example, a high quality piece that would not have been an 
insignificant purchase when new. Still in the original case and 
working, this piece has obviously been cherished and cared for over 
the years.  

The fourth example on offer is a rather an unusual piece. Starting 
out life as a gold cased pocket watch, made in Geneva around 1890, 
it has since “moved with the times” and now appears as a stylish 
gentleman’s wristwatch.   The ingenious conversion has resulted 
in a fashionably proportioned 14 carat rose gold watch with a 
deep (13mm) case and a glass back displaying the movement. The 
diameter of the case, 49mm, fits nicely with modern watches. 

The lady’s watch is a classic example of the mid-20th century, a 

“A DRESS WATCH MODELLED ON THE BAUHAUS 

PRINCIPLE OF GOING BACK TO BASICS.”

PATEK PHILIPPE 
‘Calatrava’ in 18 carat yellow gold 
£3,000-5,000 ($4,200-7,000) + fees

PATEK PHILIPPE 
An 18 carat gold hunter cased  
pocket watch, in original case 
£3,000-5,000 ($4,200-7,000) + fees
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JOHN BULLOCH SOUTER WAS A SCOTTISH 

ARTIST, BEST KNOWN FOR HIS PORTRAITS, AND 

SUCCESSFUL COPIES AFTER OLD MASTERS. 

YET ONE PAINTING BY HIM CAUSED SUCH A 

FURORE, THAT IT MADE HEADLINES IN THE 

INTERNATIONAL PRESS AND WAS REMOVED 

FROM DISPLAY AT THE ROYAL ACADEMY’S 

SUMMER EXHIBITION. THE PAINTING WAS THE 

BREAKDOWN, AND THE YEAR WAS 1926. 

The Breakdown is a strikingly accomplished painting. Yet it was the subject 
that caused controversy, as the painting depicts a black saxophonist, sitting 
on a shattered classical statue of Minerva, the goddess of music, while a 
naked white woman dances to his music. The woman appears to move 
as though in a trance, totally abandoning herself to the music, and her 
discarded clothing and shoes are visible in the far corner of the composition. 
Within days of its exhibition, the British Colonial office contacted the Royal 
Academy to request the removal of the picture for “reasons of state, not art” 
and “in the interest of the empire.” 

Souter claimed that his painting was intended to “to illustrate the 
tendency nowadays for Jazz influence to permeate our daily lives,” and 
this was true, jazz was beginning to filter through into wider cultural life 
and in many circles the radical change this represented, towards freedom 
and a breaking down of strict social norms, was met with celebration and 
enthusiasm. Yet, at the same time, the British Empire, and the wider racism 
it represented, were obviously felt to be under threat, and the incident was 
featured in news stories as far as the U.S.A., India and South Africa and 
records made of society figures making comments such as, “it would make 
ruling our natives difficult.”

As cultural researcher George McKay explains, the idea of Jazz had 
become at this time a catch-all for wider concerns about new social 
freedoms in the post-war era, as well as the perceived instability of the 
empire; everything felt to be “disruptive, chaotic and dangerous,” could be 
located within this scene, and thus read either positively, or negatively, into 
the picture. We can even read Souter’s title as part of the dichotomy around 
the reception of jazz; on one hand the freedom it represented, but on the 
other the suspicions around its subversive nature. The very term ‘breakdown’ 
could be referring to a musical concept, or in a wider sense, the breakdown 
of the established order. 

Most surprisingly, some of the British music establishment reacted 
strikingly negatively, the editor of Melody Maker, spoke out on the picture 
on behalf of the whole music scene, claiming “We jazz musicians … protest 
against, and repudiate the juxtaposition of an undraped white girl with a 
black man,” the picture represents a “perversive danger to the community 
and the best thing that could happen to it is to have it … burnt!” In fact, 
Souter did destroy the original painting following the outcry, but kept his 
original drawings and studies. The subject and painting obviously remained 
important to him, as much later in his career, he painted a new version, 
which he dated 1926-62, acknowledging the time that had passed.

In 2018, the story of this sensation demonstrates the ability of art to 
capture attitudes, its power in upsetting standards and the wide-ranging 
variations in interpretation of a single image. Society has changed over 
the last decades, and now the positive enthusiasm for jazz and freedom 
wins out; looking at the painting today its artistry is evident, and the 
contemporary comment of the Academy’s President seems more apt, “a 
work of great promise executed with a considerable degree of excellence.”

THE 
THREAT 

OF

BY CARLY SHEARER
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SCOTTISH PAINTINGS & SCULPTURE
JUNE 7  |  EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Nick Curnow, nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com 

[§] JOHN BULLOCH SOUTER (SCOTTISH 1890-1971)
The Breakdown

Signed and dated 1926-1962, oil on canvas

EXHIBITED: 
RHYTHM & REACTION: THE AGE OF JAZZ IN BRITAIN 

27 January - 22 April, 2018 Two Temple Place, London 
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HIGHLIGHTS FROM A FINE  

COUNTRY HOUSE LIBRARY

Centre: 
KNIP, ANTOINETTE PAULINE JACQUELINE AND  
TEMMINCK, COENRAAD JACOB
Les Pigeons.  
Paris, [1838-43]
£10,000-15,000 ($14,000-21,000) + fees

Surrounding:
TEMMINCK, COENRAAD JACOB AND LE BARON  
GUILLAUME MICHEL JÉROME MEIFFREN LAUGIER  
DE CHARTROUSE.
Nouveau Recueil de Planches Coloriées d’Oiseaux... 
Paris, [1820]- 1838-[1839]
£10,000-15,000 ($14,000-21,000) + fees
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BRITISH NOBLEMEN AND GENTLEMEN OF MEANS IN THE 

18TH AND 19TH CENTURIES PURCHASED THE FINEST 

NATURAL HISTORY WORKS FOR THEIR LIBRARIES, 

INCLUDING THE BEST OF THOSE PUBLISHED ON THE 

EUROPEAN CONTINENT. 

One of the very finest, most sought after and most important ornithological 
works of the 19th century is Coenraad Temminck & Baron Meiffren Laugier de 
Chartrouse’s luxuriant Nouveau Recueil de Planches Coloriées d’Oiseaux, pour servir 
de suite et de complément au planches enluminées de Buffon, 5 volumes, published in 
Paris between 1820 and 1839.

A Dutch aristocrat, born in Amsterdam in 1778, Coenraad Temminck was 
fascinated by birds from an early age, inheriting as a boy a large collection of 
exotic bird specimens from his father Jacob who was Treasurer of the Dutch 
East India Company. Temminck’s Manuel d’Ornithologie (1815) quickly became 
the standard work on European birds for many years and Temminck was the 
first director of the National Museum of Natural History in Leiden from 1820 
until his death.  The Nouveau Recueil  is important in that it describes and 
illustrates a large number of birds for the first time, but also stands out from 
other ornithological works by virtue of its astonishingly detailed and accurate 
representation. Nicolas Hüet’s method of illustrating the head separately 
allowed him to depict the most minute details, as for instance in the head of 
the Alpine Condor where he succeeds in portraying every irregularity, the 
membrane covered by the tiniest hairs and the white collar around its neck. Its 
eye is particularly brilliantly conveyed.

As well as authoring twelve important ornithological and other natural 
history works, Temminck has the distinction of having 47 species named after 
him, of which 20 were birds.

Temminck is also intimately associated with another brilliant work in this 
collection which has a bitter publishing history. This is Antoinette Knip and 
Teeminck’s stunning work Les Pigeons (1838-43) of which volume II is “said to be 
probably the rarest item in the whole of ornithological history” (Casey Wood, 
An Introduction to the Study of Vertebrate Zoology (1931), and “amongst the finest 
of all bird plates” (Sacheverell Sitwell, Fine Bird Books 1700-1900, 1953., p.113).

Publication of the work had commenced in parts in 1808 under the longer 
title Histoire naturelle générale des Pigeons but rivalry between the artist, 
Antoinette Knip (née Courcelles) in Paris and the author of the text, Coenraad 
Temminck, in Leiden, led Madame Knip at the publication of the 9th (of 15) 
parts to appropriate the work to herself. Without consulting Temminck she 
ordered the printers  to issue the work under the revised title Les Pigeons, par 
Madame Knip, née Pauline de Courcelles, with Temminck’s role relegated 
beneath to “Le text par C.J. Temminck”.   In a deliberate ploy to deceive 
Temminck the copy she sent him did not have the altered title and by the time 
the work came out and he saw the altered title of the published work it was 
too late.  Pauline Knip moreover had powerful friends at court, being a close 

friend of Marie Louise, the wife of the French Emperor, Napoleon Bonaparte, 
and Temminck found it impossible to get justice, his only recourse being 
to republish the text on its own in three octavo volumes, 1813-1815, adding 
a note on his treatment at the hands of Madame Knip which was none too 
complimentary towards her!

Antoinette Pauline Jacqueline Knip was an exceptional ornithological 
artist in her own right.  Born in Paris in 1781 she studied under Pierre-Paul 
Barraband the French zoological and botanical illustrator renowned for his 
life like renderings of tropical birds. She specialised early in painting birds, 
an occupation which absorbed her entirely. She led a very quiet, almost 
monastic life, spending many hours at her desk dedicated to the production of 
artistically exact and lifelike paintings of birds, often working from specimens 
sent back from French exploring expeditions and usually executed life size 
on folio sheets of vellum. She exhibited in the Paris Salons from 1808 to 1814 
and was awarded a gold medal in 1810. From 1805, with the publication of 
the first volume of an important book on Tangaras and Todiers, Desmaret’s 
Histoire naturelle des tangaras, des manakins, et des todiers  (1805-7), she was able to 
support herself and her mother. One of the more famous prints in Les Pigeons is 
of the Mauritius blue pigeon, now extinct.  

OTHER FINE ORNITHOLOGICAL WORKS IN THE 

COLLECTION INCLUDE:

• René Primevere Lesson, 4 uniformly bound works by the French artist, 
on Hummingbirds and Birds of Paradise, estimated at £3,000-4,000 ($4,200-
5,600) + fees

• Henry Meyer’s four volume Illustrations of British Birds, 1835-41, estimated 
£4,000-6,000 ($5,600-8,400) + fees

• François Levaillant’s Histoire Naturelle d’une Partie d’Oiseaux Nouveaux et 
Rares de l’Amérique dt des Indes, 1801-02, estimated at £5,000-7,000  
($7,000-9,800) + fees

• William Jardine and Prideaux Selby. Illustrations of Ornithology. 1826-35. 
three volumes, estimated at £2,000-3,000 ($2,800-4,200) + fees

• Andrew Smith. Illustrations of the Zoology of South Africa. 1849, four 
volumes, estimated at £5,000-7,000 ($7,000-9,800) + fees

• Philip Gosse. Illustrations of the Birds of Jamaica. 1847-49, estimated at 
£2,000-3,000 ($2,800-4,200) + fees

• William Hayes. Portraits of Rare and Curious Birds from the Menagery of 
Osterley Park. 1794, estimated at £5,000-7,000 ($7,000-9,800) + fees

RARE BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS, MAPS & PHOTOGRAPHS
JUNE 20  |  EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Simon Vickers, simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com

ORNITHOLOGICAL
RARITIESHIGHLIGHTS FROM A FINE  

COUNTRY HOUSE LIBRARY

BY SIMON VICKERS
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TERRY O’NEILL (BRITISH, B. 1938)
“PAUL MCCARTNEY AT RINGO STARR’S WEDDING, LONDON”
1981, Gelatin silver print, printed later.
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NOTEWORTHY
IMPORTANT WORKS TO COME

effrey M. Kaplan is the definition of a true renaissance 
man. While many collectors choose to focus only on one 

area, Kaplan formed a “collection of collections.” Raised in an 
artistic and cultured family, he graduated from the University of 
Michigan where he studied Art History and English literature 
before attending Yale Law School. He began collecting in earnest 
in his thirties, and was intensely involved in the cataloguing, 
physical care and presentation of his collection. He acquired the 
works in depth in a number of fields of interest. This passion for 
collecting allowed Kaplan to assemble an astonishing number of 
works in many media spanning across 1,000 years. Transcending 
the role of collector, Kaplan has served as his own curator: 
hanging, re-hanging and even acquiring adjunct spaces within 
his residence in order to live with his entire collection.

In April 2017, Freeman’s offered close to 500 items from his 
collection—including significant works on paper, Asian works 
of art, modern and contemporary design and 19th century 
European decorative arts by noted artists and designers—in a 
single-owner sale appropriately titled “1,000 Years of Collecting.” 

The auction was held in two sessions, totaling over $1.2 million 
in sales. Works by artist Charles Ephraim Burchfield topped the 
results, with one watercolor, “March Pools at Twilight,” selling 
for $131,250 against an estimate of $20,000-30,000. 

This May, Freeman’s will revisit Kaplan’s vast collection, 
this time bringing to auction almost three dozen photographs 
by esteemed British photographers, including Cecil Beaton, 
Sir Anthony Snowden, Terence Donovan and Terry O’Neill. 
Mostly portraits, the subjects of the photographs range from 
a young Paul McCartney playing the piano at Ringo Starr’s 
wedding; iconic actresses Audrey Hepburn, Marlene Deitrich, 
Marilyn Monroe and Brigitte Bardot; and even Queen Elizabeth 
II herself, at the tender age of 16. The British monarchy has 
a strong connection to the collection of photographs; Cecil 
Beaton often photographed the Royal Family, and Sir Anthony 
Snowden was formerly Anthony Armstrong-Jones, before 
his marriage to Princess Margaret, younger sister to Queen 
Elizabeth II. 

J

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART
MAY 8  |  PHILADELPHIA

CONTACT:
Dunham Townend, dtownend@freemansauction.com
Anne Henry, ahenry@freemansauction.com

CECIL BEATON (BRITISH, 1904-1980)
AUDREY HEPBURN 
1960, gelatin silver print, printed 2009

TERRENCE DONOVAN (BRITISH, 1936-1996)
JOANNA LUMLEY, FASHION SHOOT  
FOR SELFRIDGES
1966, gelatin silver print, printed 2007

TERRY O’NEILL (BRITISH, B. 1938)
JEAN SHRIMPTON AND TERRENCE STAMP, LONDON 
1963, gelatin silver print, printed later 



THE ASIAN ART COLLECTION OF W.C. GRAY

Lyon & Turnbull is proud to offer the Asian art 
collection of the late William Crawford Gray (d.1918), 
founder of Gray’s Carpets Ltd in Ayr, Scotland. Begun 
on two handlooms in a small shop in 1876, Gray’s later 
grew to become one of Britain’s most successful carpet 
manufacturers. By the 1930s, it had showrooms in Glasgow, 
Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Dublin, and Belfast, as 
well as international representatives in Europe, the USA, 
Canada, New Zealand, Australia and South Africa. 

 Known in the carpet trade for having developed the 
‘seamless kidder’, company founder William Gray was a 
world traveller and avid art collector in his private life. The 
Chinese and Japanese artworks from his collection, most 
notably a massive Kinkozan satsuma vase, a large ivory and 
lacquer takarabune and a fine Chinese famille rose cloisonné-
imitation vase, all reflect the exquisite taste of the Scottish 
entrepreneur. Kept in the family until now, they will be 
offered in Lyon & Turnbull’s upcoming Asian Art auctions in 
Edinburgh and London.
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ASIAN WORKS OF ART
MARCH 20  |  EDINBURGH
MAY 16  |  LONDON

CONTACT:
Dr. Ling Zhu, ling.zhu@lyonandturnbull.com 

FINE AND EXCEPTIONALLY LARGE SATSUMA VASE
Signed Kinkozan Zo, impressed seal Kinkozan Zo, Meiji Period 
58.5cm high
£4,000-6,000 ($5,600-8,400) + fees
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NOTEWORTHY

ENCHANTING EMBROIDERY: 
JOHN HENRY DEARLE FOR MORRIS & CO. 

Finding beauty in nature and provincial traditions of 
the 16th and 17th centuries, William Morris is widely 
considered the driving force behind the revival of British 
Textile Arts. At the height of its success, Morris & Co. 
was selling textiles, stained glass, ceramics, wallpapers 
and furnishings, yet the company’s humble beginnings are 
rooted in embroidery commissions which transformed the 
dark and heavy interiors of the Victorian period. 

By 1885 Morris had turned his attention to other ventures 
within the business, handing the embroidery section to 
his daughter May, herself a talented embroiderer and 
passionate advocate of the Arts and Crafts movement. 
Under the guidance of May Morris, John Henry Dearle—
Head Designer of the firm—produced a series of portières 
featuring some of his most recognisable designs, including 
Owl (c.1895) now on display in the Victoria and Albert 
Museum. 

Whilst his artistic style always remains loyal to William 
Morris’ aesthetic, the 1890s mark a clear attempt from 
Dearle to develop a mature, more individual artistic vision. 
Morris’ early embroidery work typically features repeating 
patterns, yet in Acanthus, Dearle opts for a different design 
approach: a singular central acanthus motif which grounds 
the piece. He surrounds this dominating feature with a 
sensation for the eyes: interlocking vines and swirls of 
vibrantly coloured flowers. Among them are two of Dearle’s 
most distinctive designs: the pointed-headed tulip and dark 
veining on various flowers and leaves. 

A stunning visual representation of Dearle’s achievements 
as a talented embroiderer, designer and artist, Lyon & 
Turnbull is pleased to offer this portière, passed down from 
the original owner, as part of their upcoming auction 
Decorative Arts: Design since 1860 on April 11, in Edinburgh. 

DECORATIVE ARTS: DESIGN SINCE 1860
APRIL 11  |  EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
John Mackie, john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com 

JOHN HENRY DEARLE  
(BRITISH 1859-1932) FOR MORRIS & CO.
‘Acanthus’ embroidered portière, 1890s
240cm x 158cm
£3,000-5,000 ($4,200-7,000) + fees
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AMERICAN FURNITURE, FOLK & DECORATIVE ARTS
APRIL 25  |  PHILADELPHIA

CONTACT:
Lynda Cain, lcain@freemansauction.com

RARE CAST IRON, PAINTED SHEET METAL AND PINE HITCHING POST

Until the advent of the car, hitching posts were common features along most American streets. 
Though most are now found at historic houses, historic villages or in museums, one can still find 
hitching posts (many of which are reproductions) with the horse-form finial, the painted cast iron 
full-figure jockey, or barn attendant on American lawns. With its large, carefully molded cast-iron 
head, this post is considered rare. A similar head, without standing collar or post is illustrated in 
the exhibition catalog “Horsing Around-19th Century Cast Iron Hitching Posts,” Collection of Phil and 
Bunny Savino (2008) pp.54 and 55. It has been suggested that this head may represent one of the 
many African-American jockeys of the 19th century. These men were famous sporting stars of their 
day and it is important to note that 13 of the 15 jockeys at the first Kentucky Derby in 1874 were 
African-American.

Rare cast iron, painted sheet metal  
and pine hitching post
Found in Northern, Virginia,
H(s): 55 in.  (overall); 9.5 in. (head)
$3,000-$5,000 (£2,200-3,600 + fees)

GLOUCESTER SCENES WITH FERN ISABEL COPPEDGE

The most significant female artist of the Pennsylvanian Impressionist 
movement, Fern Isabel Coppedge is perhaps best known for her bold 
use of shimmering colors. A leading light in the New Hope School, she 
worked alongside Impressionists Daniel Garber and Edward Redfield, 
yet differentiated her work by a particular attention to the effect of 
changing lights upon a landscape. Aside from her wintry scenes, which 
were usually set in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, Coppedge also depicted 
the harbor of Gloucester, Massachusetts, where she spent most of her 
summers. In this fine painting, Coppedge demonstrates her vibrant 
technique. In the background, Gloucester’s quaint architecture gently 
stretches out across the blue-green sea. To the right, the typical white 
cliffs brightly shine against a purple sky. Three sailboats are gathered 
in the center of the painting, creating a fascinating patchwork of 
warm-hued colors. Their stillness offers an incredibly contrast with the 
undulating sea in the foreground.
 

FERN ISABEL COPPEDGE (AMERICAN, 1883-1951)
GLOUCESTER HARBOR
Pencil signed ‘Fern I. Coppedge’ on stretcher  
verso, oil on canvas
$25,000-40,000 (£18,000-29,000)

AMERICAN ART & PENNSYLVANIA IMPRESSIONISTS
JUNE 3  |  PHILADELPHIA

CONTACT:
Alasdair Nichol, anichol@freemansauction.com
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NOTEWORTHY

ANDY WARHOL’S “THE STAR” FEATURING GRETA GARBO

In its forthcoming May 8 auction, Freeman’s Modern & Contemporary Art department 
is pleased to offer “The Star,” from Andy Warhol’s 1981 “Myths” series. This portfolio is 
comprised of classic American pop culture icons and nostalgic heroes from the artist’s 
childhood, such as Superman, Mickey Mouse, Uncle Sam and Dracula. “The Star” 
features Greta Garbo, the legendary movie-star whom the artist idolized and after whom 
he modeled his public persona. This striking image was taken from an old film still of 
the iconic actress in her 1931 lead role as Mata Hari, the exotic dancer and German spy 
who was executed for espionage during World War I. In a departure from most of the 
images in the series, the subject of this print appears to be Garbo herself rather than 
the fictional character she portrays in the film. In this way, the work echoes the artist’s 
earlier 1960s portraits of female celebrities such as Marilyn Monroe, Jackie Kennedy and 
Liz Taylor. Rendered in vibrant red and black with accents of glittering diamond dust, 
this image bears resemblance to the jewel-like religious iconography in the Byzantine 
church where Warhol worshipped as a child. Here, the movie star has taken the place 
of the saint as the object of idolization. She is an icon of pop culture, an object for 
imitation and reproduction. In this way, “The Star” epitomizes Warhol’s signature 
theme of obsession with fame in American culture, stardom, public image and the 
commercialization of celebrity.

ANDY WARHOL (AMERICAN, 1928-1987)
“THE STAR” FROM “MYTHS”
Screenprint in colors with diamond dust on Lenox Museum Board.
$40,000-60,000 (£29,000-43,000 + fees)

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART
MAY 8  |  PHILADELPHIA

CONTACT:
Dunham Townend, dtownend@freemansauction.com
Anne Henry, ahenry@freemansauction.com

RARE PICASSO LINOCUT 

Another highlight in the May 8 Modern & Contemporary Art 
auction is a rare linocut by Pablo Picasso, “Portrait de Jacqueline au 
Chapeau de Paille”. As its title indicates, this print features a colorful 
depiction of Picasso’s second wife Jacqueline, the muse of his old age 
and the prime inspiration for his prolific output in these later years. 
Captivated by her large almond-shaped eyes, classical profile and long 
elegant neck, Picasso created more works of art based on Jacqueline 
than any of his other loves.  Indeed, she was his principal subject during 
the last two decades of his life, a period that has since been referred to 
as ‘L’Epoque Jacqueline’.  The 72 year old artist first encountered the 27 
year old salesgirl while she was working at the Madoura pottery studio 
in the South of France, where he made his ceramics.  At the time, he 
was living with Francoise Gilot and their two children, but he and 
Jacqueline kindled a romantic relationship that would persist until the 
artist’s death in 1973.

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART
MAY 8  |  PHILADELPHIA

CONTACT:
Dunham Townend, dtownend@freemansauction.com
Anne Henry, ahenry@freemansauction.com

PABLO PICASSO (SPANISH, 1881-1973)
“PORTRAIT DE JACQUELINE AU CHAPEAU DE PAILLE”  
(TÊTE DE FEMME)
Color linocut on Arches.
$50,000-$80,000 (£36,000-58,000 + fees)
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 “No artist in our school is so well fitted as Mr. 
Bough to depict the festal city’s blaze.’”

- The Courant newspaper 
Considered to be one of the most influential 

and prolific Scottish landscape painters of the 
19th  century, Sam Bough was a self-taught 
artist who spent much of his career working 
in Scotland. Born in 1822 in Carlisle, Bough 
settled in Manchester where he worked as 
a scene painter in the Theatre Royal. After 
moving to Glasgow he continued to paint 
whilst working at the New Princes Theatre. 
Bough’s reputation as a topographical and 
landscape painter grew during the 1850’s, and 
by the time he resettled in Edinburgh he had 
established himself as a successful landscape 
artist. Whilst living in the capital he created 
some of his most important paintings. 

Fireworks over Edinburgh 10th March 1863 
masterfully depicts the city amidst its 
celebrations of the marriage of Prince Edward 
VII, the eldest son of Queen Victoria and 
Prince Albert.  His experience working as 

a theatre scene painter is reflected through 
the confidence by which he works in a small 
scale and effortlessly captures the fleeting 
atmospheric effects.  Sketched from the 
top of Carlton Hill, the painting is both 
a celebration of the wedding and the city 
itself. The firework display illuminates the 
city’s landmarks including the fortress, Scott 
Monument and spires of St. Giles Cathedral. 
Bough’s interest in the depiction of the 
changing effects of light is reflected through 
the dramatic representation of the fiery night 
sky over the city. Whilst in the foreground a 
tide of sightseers adds to the sense of vitality 
to the scene. Bough’s restless energy is revealed 
through his expressive colouring which 
effortlessly captures the mood of the joyous 
event. His spontaneity, loose technique and 
interest in capturing the atmospheric effects 
establishes him as an important predecessor 
of the Scottish Impressionists, paving the 
way for the development towards a freer, 
plein air style. 

A ROYAL CELEBRATION: SAM BOUGH’S FIREWORKS OVER EDINBURGH

SCOTTISH PAINTINGS & SCULPTURE
JUNE 7  |  EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Nick Curnow, nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com 

SAM BOUGH  R.S.A. (SCOTTISH 1822-1878)
FIREWORKS OVER EDINBURGH 10TH MARCH 1863

Signed and indistinctly dated, oil on panel
£4,000-6,000 ($5,600-8,400) + fees
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NOTEWORTHY

Gentlemen Collectors: The Lucas Family of Baltimore reflects the varied 
interests and collecting tastes of the 19th century American gentleman of 
breeding, education and means. Freeman’s is pleased to offer the private 
collection of the Lucas family alongside the May 22 sale of British & 
European Furniture and decorative arts. Highlights of the sale include 
paintings by Jarvis and Merle,\; art bronzes of Rosa Bonheur, Barye and 
Fremiet; works from Delft, Meissen, KPM, compelling Asian Works of art, 
a fine collection of clocks both figural and scientific; Empire and Directoire 
revival furnishings, and a collection of silver from Baltimore-based 
makers S. Kirk & Son are highlights of the sale. Filled with works rich and 
handsome, this collection with its impeccable provenance is destined to 
appeal to buyers both seasoned and new.

The Lucas family of Baltimore had a long and storied history as collectors 
of fine and decorative art, that lasted for generations. Four members of the 
family actively bought works from the early 19th century until the early 
20th century. While important works from the family collections were 
donated to the Baltimore Museum of Art and the Walters Art Museum, an 

intimate and diverse group was retained by the Lucas family and ultimately 
passed in its entirety into the hands of a Maryland family who have kept 
the collection intact since 1947. 

Fielding Lucas (1781-1854) was a noted cartographer and publisher in 
Baltimore in the early part of the 19th century. The first of his atlases was 
published in 1815-181, and his success as businessman in Baltimore enabled 
him to begin collecting, notably paintings and works on paper. His seventh 
son, George A. Lucas (1824-1909) attended the United States Military 
Academy at West Point, and began work as an engineer. His passion, 
however was always art, and by 1853 he moved to New York where he 
began to acquire works for his friends in Baltimore. By 1857, he moved 
to Paris and began collecting and advising in earnest, establishing an 
international reputation and close relationships with some of the most 
famous artists of the day. Lucas was instrumental in advising William T. 
Walters in many of his most important acquisitions. Art was the family 
passion, and relatives William F. Lucas and the artist J. Carrell Lucas also 
added works to the collection.

BRITISH & EUROPEAN FURNITURE & DECORATIVE ARTS
MAY 22  |  PHILADELPHIA

CONTACT:
Nicholas Nicholson, nnicholson@freemansauction.com
Tessa Laney, tlaney@freemansauction.com

GENTLEMEN COLLECTORS: THE LUCAS FAMILY OF BALTIMORE
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COLLECTIBLE COINS 

Lyon & Turnbull’s March Jewellery, Silver & Watches auction will also feature
a wide variety of modern proof coins and coin sets. A number of fine cased 
proof gold sets will lead the section, with other later coin sets - dating from the 
1990s - and a good grouping of gold multiple coin sets available as well. Another 
highlight will be a selection of silver Piedfort coins – sought after pieces with a 
high quality finish that is the result of the thicker piece of metal being used than a 

standard coin. Even more esoteric is the dramatic 1kg silver coin commemorating 
the Queen’s Diamond jubilee.

These coins offer an opportunity for not only collectors but family 
members to buy something memorable for children or grandchildren to 

appreciate in future years. Estimates vary between £200 ($280) and 
£6,000 ($8,400).

U.K. - Olympics 2012
A cased set of nine proof gold coins 
£3,300-4,000 ($4,620-5,600) + fees

JEWELLERY, SILVER & WATCHES
MARCH 13  |  EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Trevor Kyle, trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com 

A RARE 17TH CENTURY SCOTTISH PISTOL

This fine and rare 17th Century left handed snaphaunce Scottish belt pistol, dated 
1648, will be offered in Lyon & Turnbull’s specialist auction on August 15 in Edinburgh.  
Although the battle history of this particular piece has been lost, dated 1648 it could 
have seen action at the Battle of Preston, the Battle of Stirling, the Third Civil War or 
the Battle of Dunbar.  

The snaphaunce action is a development from the wheel lock, which although good 
did have problems with reliability. The new system was cheaper to make and easier 
to repair, developed around the mid-1500s, it soon spread across Europe but was a 
development that was eventually superseded by the flintlock mechanism (Miller, 
Martin, Illus. guide to Firearms P.49).

Fine and rare 17th Century left handed snaphaunce 
Scottish belt pistol 
Dated 1648
£8,000 – 12,000 ($11,200-16,800) + fees

SCOTTISH SILVER & APPLIED ARTS 
AUGUST 15  |  EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Trevor Kyle, trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com 

Lyon & Turnbull’s March Jewellery, Silver & Watches auction will also feature

proof gold sets will lead the section, with other later coin sets - dating from the 
1990s - and a good grouping of gold multiple coin sets available as well. Another 
highlight will be a selection of silver Piedfort coins – sought after pieces with a 
high quality finish that is the result of the thicker piece of metal being used than a 

standard coin. Even more esoteric is the dramatic 1kg silver coin commemorating 

members to buy something memorable for children or grandchildren to 
appreciate in future years. Estimates vary between £200 ($280) and 
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CONTACT:
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SCOTTISH SILVER & APPLIED ARTS 
AUGUST 15  |  EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Trevor Kyle, trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com 

NOTEWORTHY
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NOTEWORTHY
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RARE JACOBITE PORTRAIT RING

Portrait rings and other jewellery have been recorded being 
directly used and gifted by the Stuart Royal family from 
as early as King Charles I to commemorate his execution. 
This medium was rarely used by the Jacobite court although 
some very rare portrait rings of Prince Charles, the “Bonnie 
Prince”, from the mid-18th century or later are known.

This very rare and early example, using the figure of the 
Old Pretender likely dates to around the uprising of 1715 
when King James was still the figure head of the Jacobite 
cause, rather than Prince Charles who would take the helm 
before the second uprising of 1745. 

This history of this piece stems back to the Puleston family 
of North Wales, an area considered a hotbed of Jacobite 
support being home to the famous Jacobite Cycle and White 
Rose clubs, of which many of the Puleston family were active 
members. 

This ring will feature in a section of Jacobite Works of Art to 
include glass, medallions and jewellery held as part of Lyon & 
Turnbull’s May 2 auction in Edinburgh.

FINE FURNITURE & WORKS OF ART 
MAY 2  |  EDINBURGH

CONTACT:
Colin Fraser, colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com 

A rare Jacobite King James III ‘Old Pretender’ gold 
mounted portrait ring
Circa 1720
£2,000 – 3,000 ($2,800-4,200) + fees
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The Norwood was opened in 2007 by Alan Linn, the former 
manager of Blacks, an iconic and somewhat raffish private 
members club in London. Linn wanted Norwood to be a 
“club for the curious,” and has gathered, over the last decade 
of the club’s existence, more than a thousand like-minded 
creatives, including designers, artists and art collectors, 
architects, and musicians.

Located on West 14th Street in Chelsea, the Norwood 
was originally built in 1847 for the merchant Andrew 
S. Norwood—hence its name today. At various points 
throughout the brownstone’s history it served as a funeral 
home, boarding house for unmarried ladies, and finally a 
private residence for close to thirty years, ending with its 
purchase by Alan and his business partners. The five-story 
building was renovated prior to opening and designed with 
the help of Simon Costin—set designer for the likes of 
Alexander McQueen—and has retained all of its Victorian 
charm, including 13 fireplaces, intricate moldings, and the 
original mahogany doors, with a current, modern edge 
all its own. The façade is a designated historic landmark, 
meaning little, if anything, has changed about it since its 
construction. Today, the club boasts a restaurant, multiple 
bars, a wine cellar, a movie screening room, and, most 
notably, a rotating art exhibit that lasts an entire year, 
curated exclusively by members.

Alan and I both studied at Scottish art schools in the 
early 80s, Dundee and Aberdeen respectively. Last year, 
when Alan kindly asked whether my wife, Susi, and I  
would be interested in curating the annual exhibition—the 
10th anniversary no less—the die seemed to have been cast, 
and the theme was immediately apparent to us: Scottish 

Art. My wife and I had met through a mutual connection to 
Glasgow School of Art, alma mater to many of the artists 
we ultimately chose to feature in the exhibition. In true 
Scottish Calvinist style, predestination was clearly at work.

The exhibit, titled “Best Laid Plans” as a nod to the 
aforementioned Rabbie Burns, opened September 5th, 
2017, and will run for a year. It features 23 works by 
many of the leading artists to have emerged from the 
Scottish contemporary art scene. Some with international 
reputations, a few past winners of the prestigious 
Turner Prize, and others better known within Scotland. 
Stylistically, there are examples of the New Figuration 
associated with the Glasgow School of Art in the 1980s, 
to more conceptual works including installations and 
animation, as well as artworks created in 2017, some 
specifically for the exhibition. 

Susi and I very much hope it will entertain, inform and 
engage the membership of the Norwood and bring some our 
favorite artists to a wider audience.

Please note Norwood is a private members club. Should you 
wish to view “Best Laid Plans” please contact Susi Nichol at 
snichol@freemansauction.com. Price of admission: one cocktail

Best Laid Plans
BY ALASDAIR NICHOL

“BEST LAID PLANS”

2017-2018

The Norwood Club
241 W 14th Street  |  New York, NY 10011

Visit norwoodclub.com to learn more 
about Best Laid Plans.

• JOHN BELLANY

• MARTIN BOYCE

• LEX BRAES

• JOHN BYRNE 

• STEVEN CAMPBELL

• STEPHEN CONROY

• KEN CURRIE

• JEREMY DELLER

• HAMISH FULTON

• DOUGLAS GORDON

• HILL & ADAMSON

• JIM LAMBIE 

• STUART MACKENZIE

• CRAIG MULHOLLAND 

• ISHBEL MYERSCOUGH

• TOBY PATERSON

• JON SCHUELER

• DAVID SHRIGLEY

• ALISON WATT

EXHIBITING ARTISTS INCLUDE:

Right, Clockwise: Stuart Mackenzie  “Scottish Birds”  |  Jim Lambie “Easter Everywhere”  
 Alison Watt “Himation”  |  John Bellany “Port Seton” 



Best Laid Plans

’“The best laid schemes o mice an  
men / Gang aft a-gley. 

To a Mouse,   by Robert Burns

’

”“
”
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Conversat ions
INSIDE DESIGN EXHIBITION SCOTLAND

This May Lyon & Turnbull’s magnificent saleroom, originally conceived as a church and built in 1820 in 

the Classical Revival style, will be filled with work by some of Scotland’s most interesting and resolutely 

contemporary designers. 

This contemporary—but temporary—take-over of Lyon & Turnbull is a pioneering project. Entitled Design 

Exhibition Scotland, the aim is simple: to showcase and champion excellence and innovation in design and 

making today.

“It all began a few years ago, when I found myself curious to find out more about design in Scotland,” 

DES curator, Susanna Beaumont said. “I was familiar with Christopher Dresser, Charles Rennie Mackintosh 

and Basil Spence but I knew little of what was happening in the here and now. I was particularly keen to 

meet designers and artists making everyday objects—tables, chairs, bookcases, flooring and lighting and 

moreover, designers that were not only rooted in Scotland but engaged in international conversations, 

and asking key questions about sustainability and local sourcing. So o� I set to meet numerous individuals 

working in studios and workshops across the country. It quickly became apparent that Scotland is home to 

many outstanding designers, creating exceptional everyday objects.”

Featured right: 
Briggs & Cole 
Losango, 2012 (detail)
Image: Briggs & Cole
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Design Exhibition Scotland (DES) will showcase the work of around 20 designers 
and artists, working in a range of materials and styles. Importantly, Design 
Exhibition Scotland will encourage ambition, collaboration, new ways of 
working and experimentation. It will highlight the commissioning process and 
illuminate the making process. There will be conversations too. DES Debates 
will bring together key national and international designers, producers and 
thinkers to debate and share ideas with a wide public audience. 

Arguably Design Exhibition Scotland is part of a growing impetus to celebrate 
and support contemporary design. In Edinburgh there’s the recently opened 
Custom Lane, a gallery and studio space, which supports collaborative design 
and making. There is the design curator, Stacey Hunter’s on-going project, Local 
Heroes, which connects new audiences to outstanding design. In Glasgow, there 
is Panel, who through commissions and exhibitions by today’s practitioners 
explore past histories and ideas. And, of course, later this year in September, 
V&A Dundee opens its doors. As Scotland’s first museum dedicated to design, 
it will celebrate not just past design achievements but help foster new ideas 
about how design can help meet the challenges of life in the 21st century.

At Design Exhibition Scotland we will be championing the work of recent 
Edinburgh College of Art graduates Ellie Carr-Smith & Katherine Snow. Carr-
Smith works with locally-sourced wool and potato starch to create voluptuous 
chairs. While Snow has designed the Listening Lamp, a lamp roughly the size of a 
dinner plate but powered by sound, such as the human voice or even a barking 

dog. There is also Nick Ross who works with sandstone quarried just outside 
Edinburgh to create monumental and curvaceous benches. While Andrew 
Miller who frequently works with abandoned furnishings and fittings, deftly 
re-configures and adapts these elements for a social setting in the modern age.

 Energetic and timely, Design Exhibition Scotland will doubtless re-charge our 
thinking about contemporary design and its vitality. 

Clockwise from top: 
Ellie Carr-Smith
Woolarch Chair, 2017
Image: Brenda Morgendor�er

Andrew Miller
Maybelle, Carole Anne and  
Mary Beth, 2016
Image:  John McKenzie, Courtesy 
of Ingleby Gallery, Edinburgh 

Harry Morgan 
The Living Mountain II, 2016
Image: Shannon Tofts

12 MAY - 15 MAY 2018
 
Design Exhibition Scotland is free and open to 
all. For exhibition, debate and panel discussion 
details, visit designexhibitionscotland.co.uk. Stay 
in touch; follow @designexhibitionscotland  
on Instagram and Twitter.
 
Susanna Beaumont, curator 
info@designexhibitionscotland.co.uk 

Design Exhibition Scotland is supported by the National Lottery through Creative 
Scotland’s Open Project Fund; Inches Carr Trust and private individuals. DES Debates 
are in partnership with Craft Scotland. 
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Sixties 
Set 

�e
AN INSIDER’S  LOOK AT 

CELEBRITY IN THE 1960S
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HE ‘SIXTIES SET’ COMES FROM 

A UNIQUE COLLECTION OF 

PERSONAL PHOTOGRAPHS TAKEN FROM THE 

PRIVATE, LEATHER-BOUND ALBUMS OF ROBIN 

DOUGLAS-HOME.  THEY REVEAL ROBIN TO 

BE A NATURALLY GIFTED PHOTOGRAPHER 

WHO OFFERS AN INTRIGUING INSIGHT INTO 

THE BEHIND-THE-SCENES LIFE OF SOME OF 

THE WORLD’S MOST RECOGNISED 1960S 

CELEBRITIES. THE COLLECTION WILL BE 

EXHIBITED BY LYON & TURNBULL IN THEIR 

LONDON GALLERY THIS MAY.

IN 1960, A CHARISMATIC, HIGH PROFILE 

JOURNALIST, PHOTOGRAPHER AND NIGHTCLUB 

PIANIST, ROBIN DOUGLAS-HOME, MET FRANK 

SINATRA AT A SOCIETY DINNER IN LONDON. 

ROBIN’S MEDIA REPUTATION STEMMED AS 

MUCH FROM HIS WELL-REPORTED ROMANTIC 

LIAISONS WITH SWEDISH AND BRITISH 

PRINCESSES AND FAMOUS ACTRESSES, AS 

FROM HIS CLOSE FAMILY RELATIONS WHICH 

INCLUDED THE SENIOR POLITICIAN (AND 

SUBSEQUENT PRIME MINISTER) SIR ALEC 

DOUGLAS-HOME, AND THE TOP WEST END 

PLAYWRIGHT, WILLIAM DOUGLAS-HOME. 

T

Top to Bottom:

Princess Margaret, 1957 © Sholto Douglas-Home 2017.  
All rights reserved.

Frank Sinatra in session, 1962 © Sholto Douglas-Home 2017.  
All rights reserved.

Frank Sinatra & Michael Romano, 1961. © Sholto Douglas-Home 2017.  
All rights reserved. 
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SIXTIES SET

21 MAY - 01 JUNE 2018

Lyon & Turnbull London, 22 Connaught Street, W2 2AF
+44 (0)207 930 9115  |  london@lyonandturnbull.com 

Over dinner, Sinatra and Douglas-Home really hit it off, which led to Robin 
being invited by Frank to write the first authorised biography of the legendary 
singer. Frank was adamant that the book should concentrate on his musical and 
professional qualities, rather than his well-chronicled personal life. Sinatra was 
first published in 1962, and has recently been re-released on Amazon Kindle.

To make sure the biography unerringly captured the true spirit of Sinatra, 
the writer-cum-photographer and his famous model wife, Sandra Paul, were 
invited to spend six months living with Sinatra at his stunning Palm Springs 
mansion. This is where many of Robin’s photographs presented in this exhibition 
originated. 

It was during this time researching what made Sinatra tick that Douglas-
Home also met and photographed many of Hollywood’s biggest names, including 
Natalie Wood, Warren Beatty, Rex Harrison, and Sinatra’s composer-arranger, 
Nelson Riddle.

From Palm Springs, Robin visited Washington, staying with the British 
Ambassador, where he met and befriended President Kennedy and his wife, 
Jackie. JFK was happy to be photographed in the White House, and Robin also 
spent time with the President’s wife when she went to stay with her sister, Lee 
Radziwell, in the summer of 1962. Such was the strength of Robin’s relationship 
with the Kennedy’s, he was able to photograph some extraordinary images of the 
family with their ‘guard’ down.

The original images from Robin’s evocative albums have all been digitally 
enhanced as frames or mounted prints presented for exhibition by the leading 
framers, John Jones (johnjones.co.uk) in North London. 

Above Left: John F. Kennedy in the Oval O�ce © Sholto Douglas-Home 2017.  
                       All rights reserved. 

Above Right: Jackie Kennedy in Ravello, 1962 © Sholto Douglas-Home 2017.  
                          All rights reserved. 

Below: Elizabeth Taylor in blonde wig, 1963 © Sholto Douglas-Home 2017.  
              All rights reserved.
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The historic Castle Menzies is a spectacular 16th century castle situated in 

Perthshire, Scotland. The seat of the Chiefs of Clan Menzies for over 500 years, 

the castle has been deeply involved in the turbulant history of the Highlands, 

including sheltering Bonnie Prince Charlie on his way to Culloden in 1746.

The first evidence of there being a Menzies in Perthshire being in the witness 

signature in 1240. In 1435 James I granted land to Sir David Menzies around 

Weem. It is possible that the first castle was built following this grant.

A HISTORY OF SCOTLAND’S 

REVERED CASTLE MENZIES   

Conical-capped angle turret 
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There is sound evidence of a building being attacked and burned in 1502 as part of a feud 
between the then Chief, Robert Menzies, and the neighbouring Stewarts. In a royal charter of 1510 
is a reference to ‘the mansion of Weem thenceforth to be known as Castle Menzies.’

Later, around 1550, there was a marriage between James Menzies and Barbara Stewart, daughter 
of the Earl of Atholl. On the wall of the Castle’s South Tower is their marriage escutcheon, 
incorporating the year 1571, which may well be a point in either the castle’s construction or its  
completion, whatever they realised a building of some considerable distinction.   

Even then Castle Menzies was not at peace. In 1644 it was besieged by the Royalist army led by 
Montrose in his campaign against the Covenanters. Two years later General Monk garrisoned the 
Castle with Cromwellian troopers.

In 1715 the then chief, Robert, was a minor and neither he nor his advisors encouraged the Clan 
to rise. In 1745 rebellion, it was the Stewart branches of the Clan who sided with Bonnie Prince 
Charlie, the Chief remaining neutral. So much so that the Young Pretender stayed two nights 
during the Jacobite northward retreat, and shortly afterward the Duke of Cumberland found the 
Castle to be convenient quarters for some of his pursuing troops.

The castle is a particularly fine example of a Z-plan tower-house, with a south facing central 
block with flanking towers at diagonally opposing corners. Its walls are strong and plain, and 
although the ground floor has gun-ports, the array of windows above ground level shows that 
it was not built to be besieged. The roof is embellished with crow-stepped gables with massive 
chimney stacks, conically capped angle turrets and sculpted dormers. The SE tower houses the 
original entrance, a hinged iron grille or “Yett”, backed by a studded wooden door. This has been 
supplemented by a Victorian porch which now provides the main entrance.

Between the 16th and 19th centuries there was much addition of domestic offices set about a 
rear courtyard. In 1840 a wing designed by William Burn was added to the west face of the Castle 
principally housing a ball room, servant quarters and offices.

By the beginning of the 20th century, the 90,000 acre Menzies estates were in severe debt, 
and went into bankruptcy in 1914, and although the Castle was sold as a shooting lodge in 1918, 
structural decay set in. During WWII the castle and its associated buildings were used by the Polish 
Army supporting the nearby Taymouth Castle military hospital.

In 1958, some members of the Clan Society took the opportunity to buy the castle building with 
a view to restoration and future use. However, the Georgian additions to the north of the original 
castle walls could not be saved and were demolished.

Now after 60 years, most of the work to save the Castle and restore its architecture and interiors 
is complete, providing a Clan museum, a significant visitor attraction for the 7,000 who visited 
during 2017 and most uniquely to return it to the hands of the Clan that built its earliest parts 
some 500 years ago.

Castle Menzies is kept by the Menzies Charitable Trust along with the nearby three acre Walled 
Garden and the Old Kirk of Weem, which was the Mausoleum of the Chiefs of Clan Menzies.

Castle Menzies is immediately west of the village of Weem, 1 mile on the B846 out
of Aberfeldy, Perthshire. Open daily to the public from Easter to mid October. 

Discover more at castlemenzies.org or call 01887 820982

The Yett, the original entrance, from the interior

Conical-capped angle turret 

Left: Marriage escutcheon dated 1571



ILLUMINATING

WEST
ON THE OCCASION OF THE 250TH ANNIVERSARY OF  

THE FOUNDING OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF ARTS (RA) 

IN LONDON, THE PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY OF THE 

FINE ARTS (PAFA) WILL HOST THE “FIRST ACADEMIES: 

BENJAMIN WEST AND THE FOUNDING OF THE ROYAL 

ACADEMY OF ARTS AND THE PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY 

OF THE FINE ARTS” EXHIBITION, CELEBRATING ARTIST 

BENJAMIN WEST’S IMPORTANT ROLE 

 IN BOTH ESTABLISHMENTS.
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BENJAMIN WEST (American, 1738-1820)  
“Self-Portrait”, 1806

Oil on canvas, 36 1/8 x 28 1/8 inches (91.8 x 71.4 cm).
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia.  

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Henry R. Hallowell
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The “First Academies: Benjamin West and The Founding Of The Royal 
Academy of Arts and The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts” exhibition 
includes more than sixty paintings, drawings, prints, sculptures, manuscripts 
and books, and recognizes West’s invaluable contributions as both an artist 
and a teacher of 18th and early 19th century American artists. 

West traveled to Europe at age 21 to study painting and rather than return 
home, he was lured by immediate patronage and recognition. He chose to 
remain in England, where he would become one of the founders in 1768 of 
the RA, its second president and court painter to George III. When PAFA 
was founded in 1805, West was selected as the first Honorary Academician. 

Alasdair Nichol, Chairman of Freeman’s, reached out to David R. 
Bringham, President and CEO of PAFA and curator of “First Academies,” to 
find out more about West’s early career and his rise to international influence. 
AN: Can you speak to the rise of the Academies in both the United States and England; 

what necessitated/elicited their formation and more specifically, what role did West 

play in their development?    

DB: West was actively engaged in the founding and operation of the Royal 
Academy. He was one of four artists who visited King George III and 
convinced him to lend his name and patronage to the institution. In 1792, upon 
the death of Sir Joshua Reynolds, West became its second and longest serving 
president. As president, he published annual “Discourses,” which give us insight 
into his perspective on the importance of the RA and its role within the 
development of western art and culture. His inaugural address to the RA will 
be among the items in the exhibition.  

In PAFAs founding, West lent his name as the first Honorary Academician 
and advice about the key element—namely the importance of study from the 

antique, the annual exhibition, life drawing and the establishment of a national 
school of art—that should be followed in the establishment of PAFA.  

He never saw PAFA in person.  However, he did train Charles Willson Peale 
and Rembrandt Peale, two of the three artist-founders of PAFA; and CW Peale 
was a student in West’s studio when the RA was conceived.  

PAFA was founded to establish a sense of national culture in the new United 
States of America.  PAFAs Articles of Association were signed by three artists, 
several signers of the Declaration of Independence, and leading professionals 
in Independence Hall.  The RA was deliberately international in scope, and its 
original Academicians came from the Continent as well as from the UK.
AN: West had notoriously humble beginnings—the tenth child of an innkeeper in rural 

Pennsylvania, with little formal education. How did he come to be appointed to such 

important positions within these significant cultural institutions?

DB: West was a 30 year old sensation in London—young, handsome and 
charming—when he participated in the founding of the RA. He emphasized 
his humble beginnings, but his family on both sides was associated with the 
Penn family and he had access to the leading families in Philadelphia. His trip 
to Italy and then England starting in 1760 was sponsored by William Allen, 
one of the wealthiest men in America. His background and the story he told of 
learning to grind and mix pigments from Indians made him somewhat exotic.  

West was also sensation in that he arrived in London from Rome, having 
absorbed the latest trends in Neoclassicism. His art was fashionable and new. 
He was trumpeted as the American Raphael.  

Writing to the founders of PAFA, Benjamin West talked both about his 
origins and importance of creating an art academy in America: 

Above: Benjamin West (American, 1738-1820). “Penn’s Treaty with the Indians”, 1771-72. Oil on canvas, 75 1/2 x 107 3/4 inches (191.8 x 273.7 cm).
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia. Gift of Mrs. Sarah Harrison (The Joseph Harrison, Jr. Collection)
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“During the 45 years I have resided in Europe, it has often occurred 
to my recollection the juvenile period of my life in America, and the 
many instances which came under my observation at that time of the 
youthful essays at delineation [sic], not only in myself, but in others: 
many of whose talents have since (for want of such an opportunity 
as you are about to offer for maturing those talents) passed away like 
the fairest Blossoms in the wilderness of that land without being 
noticed by the Eye of civilized man. Those reflections often figured 
to me a hope, that the period would come, when in Philadelphia an 
establishment could be formed where such youthful Essays would 
be noticed, and cherished, by giving them an opportunity to know 
what it was that constituted excellence in art, that the youth might 
[struck out: know] by those precepts, the sooner attain Excellence in 
all which he produced. Under the impression of those reflections I 
will leave you to judge what must have been my joy when I received 
your notification of the Establishment the Pennsylvania Academy of 
the fine Arts.”
AN: What would you say are the main differences between West’s work in 
the United States and that which he produced in England? Can you discuss 
the varying levels of influence he had on his contemporaries on both sides of 
the pond, including artists in Philadelphia?
DB: “Penn’s Treaty with the Indians,” first exhibited at the RA in 1772, 
the year after he exhibited the “Death of General Wolfe,” solidified 
the reputation West was staking as a history painter of modern 
history rather than one who limited himself to classical and biblical 
themes. It was commissioned by the Penn family so it references 
West’s origins in the American colonies. “Christ Rejected” and “Death 
on the Pale Horse” are both large-scale history paintings that show 
West at the height of his studio practice, populated by students 
and assistants and also shows his commitment to Neoclassicism 
and his specific interest in the Elgin marbles. History painting was 
considered to be the apex of artistic achievement, and West helped to 
reinvent it for modern tastes.  

West’s impact on American art is evident in the three generations 
of American painters he trained, including the Peales, Gilbert Stuart 
and Thomas Sully. He had a profound affect on their facility with 
drawing and painting, instilled in them a respect for the classical 
tradition and taught them the British hierarchy of history painting 
followed by figure painting. While the American appetite was not 
developed for history painting, the ambitious nature of portraits by 
Peale, Stuart and Sully reflects the influence of West.
AN: Have there been other joint exhibitions between the Royal Academy 
and Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Art? Can you discuss the current 
relationship between the two Academies?
DB: I do not think there has ever been a collaborative exhibition 
between the RA and PAFA before this one. We are honored to be 
invited as the only international partner in the celebration of the 
RA’s 250th anniversary. Since West is a founding father of both 
institutions, he is the natural bridge between us. We have a collegial 
relationship with the RA, but no formal affiliation. We welcome the 
opportunity for further collaborations.

Left, Top to Bottom: 

MATTHEW PRATT (American, 1734-1805). “Benjamin West”, 1765.
Oil on canvas, 30 1/4 x 25 1/8 inches (76.8 x 63.8 cm).
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia. Gift of Mrs. Rosalie  
V. Tiers Jackson

BENJAMIN WEST (American, 1738-1820). “Death on the Pale Horse”, 1817.
Oil on canvas, 176 x 301 inches (447 x 764.5 cm).
Pennsylvania Academy purchase

BENJAMIN WEST (American, 1738-1820). “Christ Rejected”, 1814.
Oil on canvas, 200 x 260 inches (508 x 660.4 cm).
Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, Philadelphia. Gift of Mrs. Sarah Harrison (The 
Joseph Harrison, Jr. Collection)
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The Entry Hall in Charleston, South Carolina’s stately Nathaniel Russell House 
Museum features original circa 1808 doors with their original glass window 
panes.  The heart pine doors, faux painted to resemble mahogany and satinwood, 
separated the house’s residential and  commercial spaces. The three-story flying 
staircase soars above a rare Charleston-made cabinet on stand, attributed to 
Scottish immigrant cabinetmaker Robert Walker (1772–1833). Credit: William Struhs
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onstructed between 1803 and 1808, the Nathaniel Russell House is 
one of America’s most important neoclassical structures and a jewel 

in Charleston’s architectural crown. Russell was 70 years of age when he 
and his family moved into their new residence at 51 Meeting Street, and the 
opulent interiors serve as testament to the immense wealth he accumulated 
over his lifetime. Acquired by Historic Charleston Foundation in 1955, the 
house has been operated as a museum ever since, educating visitors about 
architectural conservation, daily life in 19th century Charleston and the fine 
and decorative arts of the neoclassical period. The period of interpretation 
encompasses Russell’s lifetime in the house—1808 to 1820—and is furnished 
and interpreted accordingly. The Foundation has a robust acquisitions 
program focused specifically on Charleston-made objects from the late 18th 
to early 19th centuries. 

Following acquisition of the property in 1955, the Foundation faced 
substantial repairs to the house along with the task of furnishing and 
decorating the museum. The Furnishings and Decorative Committee, chaired 

by noted author and Charleston native Josephine Pinckney, was appointed 
to tackle the daunting task of assembling a museum collection—without 
any purchase funds. The community rallied in support, and friends of the 
Foundation loaned or gifted exquisite furnishings and fine art to enhance 
the interior of the Russell House. These early efforts were the foundation of 
today’s museum collection. Though the objects on display are not original 
to the house, they are all of the highest museum quality and represent the 
standard of craftsmanship Russell undoubtedly enjoyed during his lifetime. 
The collection does include one object original to the house—a single 
bowback windsor chair. This ubiquitous chair form has been reproduced for 
the entry hall complete with the original oxblood paint finish discovered 
during forensic paint investigations. 

Although wealthy planters and merchants such as Russell were known 
for importing great quantities of goods from abroad, they also furnished 
their residences with furniture and silver made in Charleston. Due largely 
to the patronage of some of the wealthiest men in British North America, 

MERCHANT ELITE
INSIDE ONE OF AMERICA’S MOST IMPORTANT NEOCLASSICAL  
STRUCTURES, CHARLESTON’S NATHANIEL RUSSELL HOUSE

C

Left: The exhibit gallery allows Historic Charleston Foundation sta� to display fine and decorative art which may fall outside of the period of interpretation in the main house. Credit: Rick Mckee.  
Right:Typical of furniture made by cabinetmakers of Charleston’s Scottish school, the cabinet on stand is crowned by an elegant sweeping pediment. This original finial crowns the exquisite 
tympanum’s dark-ground floral inlay.



Charleston’s craftsmen flourished from the 1750s until the 1820s, creating 
some of the finest decorative art on the Atlantic coast. Following the end 
of the Civil War, the Lowcountry’s planter elite, financially ruined, sold 
huge quantities of their belongings at auctions in the north. The focus of 
the Foundation’s recent collection policy has been to repatriate outstanding 
examples of this diaspora. 

In recent years, the Foundation has acquired many outstanding 
examples of Charleston-made furniture. These include one of only five 
case pieces attributed to the German cabinet maker Jacob Sass (1750-1836). 
Commissioned in 1794 for Judge Robert Pringle, this monumental desk 
and book case physically demonstrates the dynamic cultures in Charleston 
in the late 18th century, as classically trained European craftsmen arrived 
in Charleston and were presented with the opportunities afforded by the 
endless resources available in the New World. The desk and bookcase is 
one of a few examples of signed 18th century Charleston furniture. In his 
own hand within one of the drawers, Sass wrote, “Made by Jacob Sass—
Charleston/ Octr. 1794—£25—JS.” 

The cabinet on stand by Scottish cabinetmaker Robert Walker (1710-1777) 
is an exceptionally rare example of this form and survives miraculously 
intact thanks largely to it having remained in the same location for much 
of its existence. The original finials, substantial French feet and exquisite 
inlay typify the tremendous skill of Charleston cabinetmakers in the early 
19th century. Thanks to a generous donor, HCF has gained stewardship 
of this important, Charleston-made artifact, preserving it for the general 

public and scholars alike. 
The best bed chamber of the Russell House is enhanced by another 

rare case piece attributed to Robert Walker—a secretary linen press. This 
rare form contains side-by-side dressing and secretary drawers below a 
linen press and is the only surviving Charleston-made example of this 
useful configuration. The heart inlay on the cornice suggests it was perhaps 
commissioned as a wedding gift and the quality of the inlay, and form of the 
original finials indicates it was likely produced in the shop of Robert Walker.

Furniture enthusiasts who visit the Nathaniel Russell House will be 
delighted to discover the decorative arts gallery at the end of the tour. 
Installed in 2013, the gallery is housed in the “hyphen” portion of the house 
and includes objects that fall outside of the narrow period of interpretation 
in the main house, telling a more complete story of the rise and fall of the 
Charleston cabinetmaking tradition. 

CHARLESTON ANTIQUES SHOW

MARCH 16-18, PREVIEW MARCH 15

Proceeds from the Charleston Antiques Show, a fundraiser  
for Historic Charleston foundation help support operations of  

the foundation’s two house museums, the Nathaniel  
Russell House and Aiken-Rhett House.  

Visit historiccharleston.org/CAS for more information.

A rare secretary linen press also attributed to the shop of Scottish  
immigrant cabinetmaker Robert Walker (1772-1833).

Detail of the secretary linen press, believed to be the only  
Charleston-made example of this unique configuration.

Guests admiring some of the objects presented at the Charleston 
Antiques Show, proceeds from which benefit preservation and advocacy 
programs of Historic Charleston Foundation. Credit: Je� Dodge
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Support the National Trust for Scotland
with Berkeley Heritage Insurance.

For both members and non-members, this is an
insurance service with a difference.

With emphasis on service delivery, Berkeley Heritage
protects the assets that you hold dear – and provides
the National Trust for Scotland with a contribution to
its work in protecting Scotland’s heritage.

Contact us for an individual quotation, you may be
surprised at the difference we can make.

Telephone 0131 602 7070
enquiries@berkeleyheritage.co.uk
www.berkeleyheritage.co.uk

Hudson House, 8 Albany

Street, Edinburgh EH1 3QB

Telephone 0131 602 7070

78 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5ES

Telephone 0203 170 7333

Berkeley Heritage Insurance is a

Division of Berkeley Insurance

Group UK Ltd. 

Registered Office: 2 Colton

Square, Leicester LE1 1QH.

Registered in England 01115635.

Berkeley Insurance Group UK

Ltd, Authorised & Regulated by

the Financial Conduct Authority.

Pictured: Culzean Castle, 

courtesy of the National Trust for Scotland

In partnership with
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COMING UP
MARK YOUR CALENDAR

THE UPPER HUDSON
FOUR CENTURIES OF CRAFT AND COMMERCE 

The Decorative Arts Trust presents The Upper Hudson: Four Centuries 
of Craft and Commerce May 2-6, 2018. Exclusive tours of museums and 
private collections in Albany and Troy are paired with lectures by 
leading experts in the field. Optional tours visit Cooperstown and 
private collections in Hudson. See decorativeartstrust.org or call 
610-627-4970 for details. 

Enjoy a wonderful day out in support of the National Trust for 
Scotland with the Threave Garden Valuation Day. For a donation of 
£10, specialists from Lyon & Turnbull will value up to three works of 
art or antiques.    

The Threave estate is home to a wonderful garden, created over 
the years by students from the National Trust for Scotland School 
of Heritage Gardening. There are a series of gardens of different 
styles, including island beds, walled vegetable garden, glass houses, 
arboretum, heather collection, rockery, ponds and water features. The 
renowned collection of daffodils includes varieties which bloom from 
very early in the Spring to later in the season. The Terrace Café will 
be open, serving teas, coffees, and delicious scones, cakes and light 
lunches. This day has been arranged by the National Trust for Scotland 
in partnership with Lyon & Turnbull. nts.org.uk/threave 

CHARITY VALUATION DAY AT THREAVE GARDEN
SUPPORTING THE NATIONAL TRUST FOR SCOTLAND

Saturday March 17  |  11am to 3pm

Threave Garden Visitor Centre | Castle Douglas, 

Dumfries and Galloway

Come along to the University of Highlands and Islands, Moray College 
on April 22, 2018 to support the work of Marie Curie. For a donation of 
£10 specialists from Lyon & Turnbull will value up to three works of art 
or antiques.    
Marie Curie provide care and support for people living with any 
terminal illness, and their families.  They rely on kind donations from 
supporters in order to continue to offer their vital services, last year 
alone the Marie Curie team cared for over 40,000 people across the UK.

CHARITY VALUATION DAY IN ELGIN
SUPPORTING MARIE CURIE

Sunday April 22  |  Noon to 4pm

Moray College, University of the  

Highlands and Islands  

Moray St, Elgin IV30 1JJ

On May 18-19, Initiatives in Art and Culture will host the Multiple 
Modernities in American Art. The conference aims to, “challenge the 
prevailing cognitive approach to art history in which different 
expressions of the modern—that relating to the present or recent 
times—even those inarguably contemporaneous, succeed one another 
in a more-or-less linear fashion. Rather, [they] propose an alternative 
approach, one founded on the frequent coexistence of multiple 
expressions of the modern.” For further information about tickets 
please visit artinitiatives.com. Use promo code FREEMANS.

INITIATIVES IN ART AND CULTURE 
THE 23RD ANNUAL AMERICAN ART CONFERENCE 

. Use promo code FREEMANS.
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SPRING AUCTION SCHEDULE

ASIAN ARTS
March 16, 2018

BOOKS, MAPS & MANUSCRIPTS
March 28, 2018

AMERICAN FURNITURE, FOLK  
& DECORATIVE ARTS
April 25, 2018

THE COLLECTION OF  
DORRANCE “DODO” H. HAMILTON
April 29, 2018

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART
May 8, 2017
Consignment Deadline: March 6, 2018 

FINE JEWELRY
May 9, 2018
Consignment Deadline: March 7, 2018 

BRITISH & EUROPEAN FURNITURE  
AND DECORATIVE ARTS
May 22, 2018
Consignment Deadline: March 20, 2018 

AMERICAN ART &  
PENNSYLVANIA IMPRESSIONISTS
June 3, 2018
Consignment Deadline: April 1, 2018

DESIGN 
June 4, 2018
Consignment Deadlines: April 2, 2018

EUROPEAN ART & OLD MASTERS
June 12, 2018
Consignment Deadline: April 10, 2018

BOOKS, MAPS & MANUSCRIPTS
June 20, 2018
Consignment Deadline: April 18, 2018
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COMING UP

SPRING / SUMMER AUCTION SCHEDULE

JEWELLERY, WATCHES & SILVER
March 13, 2018

PAINTINGS & WORKS ON PAPER
March 14, 2018

ASIAN WORKS OF ART
March 20, 2018

AFRICAN & OCEANIC ART  
AND ANTIQUITIES
March 21, 2018

DECORATIVE ARTS: DESIGN SINCE 1860
April 11, 2018
Consignment deadline: March 2, 2018

MODERN BRITISH &  
CONTEMPORARY ART
April 18, 2018
Consignment deadline: March 9, 2018

FINE FURNITURE & WORKS OF ART
May 2, 2018
Consignment deadline: March 20, 2018

SELECT JEWELLERY & WATCHES
May 3, 2018
Consignment deadline: March 20, 2018

FINE ASIAN WORKS OF ART
May 16, 2018
Consignment deadline: March 30, 2018

FIVE CENTURIES | OLD MASTER  
TO 19TH CENTURY ART
May 23, 2018
Consignment deadline: April 10, 2018

JEWELLERY, SILVER & WATCHES
June 6, 2018
Consignment deadline: May 1, 2018

SCOTTISH PAINTINGS & SCULPTURE
June 7, 2018
Consignment deadline: May 1, 2018

RARE BOOKS, MANUSCRIPTS, MAPS  
& PHOTOGRAPHY
June 20, 2018
Consignment deadline: May 11, 2018

FINE FURNITURE & WORKS OF ART
July 4, 2018
Consignment deadline: May 16, 2018

SCOTTISH SILVER & APPLIED ARTS
August 15, 2018
Consignment deadline: July 4, 2018

MODERN BRITISH &  
CONTEMPORARY ART
August 16, 2018
Consignment deadline: July 4, 2018
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PHILADELPHIA
Freeman’s, America’s oldest auction house, services clients in the 
buying and selling of fine art, antiques, jewelry and more. With 
international experience and comprehensive knowledge of market 
conditions, the specialists at Freeman’s work closely with consigners 
and collectors to offer unparalleled service.
  

1808 Chestnut St  |  Philadelphia  |  Pennsylvania  |  19103
+1 215.563.9275

MAIN LINE
With over 200 years of history in the Greater Philadelphia region, 
Freeman’s is proud to offer a Main Line consignment inquiry office 
and showroom gallery, conveniently located in Wayne’s Eagle 
Village Shopping center on Lancaster Avenue. The mission of 
Freeman’s luxury Main Line office is to make consigning, auction 
registration, and appointments a convenience for our valued clients 
in Montgomery, Chester, and New Castle counties.

503 W Lancaster Ave  |  Wayne  |  Pennsylvania  |  19087
+1 610.254.9700

SOUTHEAST
Located in the historic capital city of Richmond, Virginia, Freeman’s 
Southeast division provides the area with a local connection to the global 
art market through auction and appraisal services as well as cultural 
events and community involvement. With a combined 30 years of 
auction house experience, the Freeman’s Southeast staff provides the full 
gamut of auction services.

5401 Patterson Avenue  |  Richmond  |  Virginia  |  23226
+1 434.296.4096

OTHER REGIONS SERVICED BY FREEMAN’S  
REPRESENTATIVES INCLUDE:

NEW ENGLAND 
Kelly wright  |  kwright@freemansauction.com  
+1 617.367.3400

MID ATLANTIC 
Matthew S. Wilcox  |  mwilcox@freemansauction.com 
+1 215.940.9825

WEST COAST  
Michael Larsen  |  mlarsen@freemansauction.com
+1 818.205.3608

Freeman’s flagship location in Philadelphia
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CONTACT US
SPECIALISTS & LOCATIONS

EDINBURGH
A stunning backdrop to a great range of fine art and antiques 
auctions—from contemporary art to fine furniture. Often referred to 
as “the most beautiful saleroom in Britain,” Lyon & Turnbull’s main 
saleroom and headquarters is located in the Scottish capital’s historic 
New Town. The beating neoclassical heart of Lyon & Turnbull, the 
building was originally designed by Archibald Elliott in 1832, then 
carefully restored under the watchful eye of the company’s directorial 
team in 1999.

33 Broughton Place  |  Edinburgh  |  EH1 3RR
+44 (0)131 557 8844

info@lyonandturnbull.com

LONDON
Lyon & Turnbull’s new London gallery, perfectly situated in the bustling 
art and retail area of Connaught Village, will host regular exhibitions 
and evening events as well as being home to a team of Antiques and 
Jewellery specialists available to assist with a wide range of both 
auction and valuation services. 

22 Connaught Street  |  London  |  W2 2AF
+44 (0)207 930 9115

london@lyonandturnbull.com

GLASGOW
Lyon & Turnbull’s Glasgow gallery and office is centrally located in the 
city’s art district, on the corner of Bath Street & Blythswood, opposite 
the Glasgow Art Club and just metres from the famous Glasgow 
School of Art. Over the last few years the Glasgow team have curated 
a number of small exhibitions, including a focus on the work of J.D. 
Fergusson and Charles Rennie Mackintosh.  The Glasgow Gallery also 
hosts regular weekly drop-in valuation days for a variety of specialist 
areas, including silver & jewellery, rare books and Asian art.  

182 Bath Street  |  Glasgow  |  G2 4HG
+44 (0)141 333 1992

glasgow@lyonandturnbull.com

Lyon & Turnbull’s flagship location in Edinburgh
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SCOTTISH PAINTINGS & SCULPTURE
Nick Curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART
Charlotte Riordan
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

OLD MASTER TO 19TH CENTURY ART
Carly Shearer
carly.shearer@lyonandturnbull.com

FURNITURE, CLOCKS & WORKS OF ART
Douglas Girton
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com
Theodora Burrell
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com

SILVER, COINS & MEDALS
Trevor Kyle
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com
Colin Fraser (Consultant)
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

AFRICAN & OCEANIC ART AND 
ANTIQUITIES
Alex Tweedy
alex.tweedy@lyonandturnbull.com

ASIAN WORKS OF ART
Dr. Ling Zhu
ling.zhu@lyonandturnbull.com

RUGS & CARPETS
Gavin Strang
gavin.strang@lyonandturnbull.com

JEWELLERY
Ruth Davis FGA PjDip
ruth.davis@lyonandturnbull.com
Kate Flitcroft FGA (London)
kate.flitcroft@lyonandturnbull.com

WATCHES
Trevor Kyle
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com

DECORATIVE ARTS & DESIGN
John Mackie
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com
Theodora Burrell
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com

EUROPEAN CERAMICS & GLASS
Douglas Girton
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

ARMS & ARMOUR
Colin Fraser (consultant)
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com
John Batty (consultant)
john.batty@lyonandturnbull.com

RARE BOOKS, MAPS,
MANUSCRIPTS & PHOTOGRAPHS
Simon Vickers
simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com
Cathy Marsden
cathy.marsden@lyonandturnbull.com

ENQUIRIES & COMMISSION BIDS
Tel. +44 (0)131 557 8844
Fax. +44 (0)131 557 8668
info@lyonandturnbull.com

AMERICAN ART &
PENNSYLVANIA IMPRESSIONISTS
Alasdair Nichol
anichol@freemansauction.com

EUROPEAN ART & OLD MASTERS
David Weiss
dweiss@freemansauction.com

MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART
Dunham Townend
dtownend@freemansauction.com

FINE JEWELRY
Virginia Salem 
vsalem@freemansauction.com

FINE JEWELRY &  WATCHES
Michael Larsen
mlarsen@freemansauction.com

ASIAN ARTS
Benjamin A. Farina
bfarina@freemansauction.com

AMERICAN FURNITURE, FOLK &
DECORATIVE ARTS
Lynda A Cain
lcain@freemansauction.com

BRITISH & EUROPEAN FURNITURE
& DECORATIVE ARTS
Nicholas B.A. Nicholson
nnicholson@freemansauction.com

SILVER, OBJETS DE VERTU & RUSSIAN 
WORKS OF ART
Nicholas B.A. Nicholson
nnicholson@freemansauction.com

RARE BOOKS, MAPS & MANUSCRIPTS
Benjamin Truesdale
btruesdale@freemansauction.com

20TH CENTURY DESIGN
Tim Andreadis
tandreadis@freemansauction.com

CLIENT SERVICES & BIDS
Mary Maguire
mmaguire@freemansauction.com

TRUSTS & ESTATES
Amy Parenti
aparenti@freemansauction.com
Samuel T. Freeman III 
sfreeman@freemansauction.com
Matthew S. Wilcox 
mwilcox@freemansauction.com

APPRAISALS
Amy Parenti
aparenti@freemansauction.com

MUSEUM SERVICES
Thomas B. McCabe IV
tmccabe@freemansauction.com

PRIVATE SALES
Thomas B. McCabe IV
tmccabe@freemansauction.com



Turcan Connell is delighted to celebrate 20 years 
as Scotland’s premier private client law firm

Follow us on Twitter   @TurcanConnell • enquiries@turcanconnell.com • turcanconnell.com
Turcan Connell is a Partnership of Scottish Solicitors regulated by the Law Society of Scotland

Princes Exchange, 1 Earl Grey Street, Edinburgh EH3 9EE • Tel: 0131 228 8111
Sutherland House, 149 St Vincent Street, Glasgow G2 5NW • Tel: 0141 441 2111

•  Wills, Estate Planning  
and Succession

• Tax Advice
• Charity Law
• Family Business
• Land and Property
•  Divorce and  

Family Law
•  Employment and  

Dispute Resolution
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“Barnes’s arrangements are as 
eye-opening, intoxicating and,  
at times, maddening as ever.”  
—the new york times

see what’s on at barnesfoundation.org
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Verso:
CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH 
(SCOTTISH 1868-1928)
Ceremonial Key for the Opening of the  
Glasgow School of Art, 1899
£20,000-30,000 ($28,000-42,000) + fees

HAND OF FATE
CHRISTOPHER WOOD’S ‘MAN WITH CARDS’

TOKEN OF FRIENDSHIP
JIANG ZHAOHE’S PORTRAIT OF IVAN TITKOV

KEY TO A MASTERPIECE
CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH AND  
THE GLASGOW SCHOOL OF ART




